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INDICATOR OF THE KA'BA

AUTHOR. Al-Barun al-Mukhtari\ ‘ Baron (?) the Inventor'. The name suggests a 
European, and still more probably an Armenian author. In Armenian baron is the usual 
title corresponding to ‘ Mr.', ^ Monsieur and one might even imagine that the Arabic 
mukhtari (‘ inventor') also reflects some Armenian name (MekhitarT). It is curious that 
in the explanatory note, which contains many Arabic expressions, the name of the 
Prophet Muhammad is not mentioned. The basmala (inside the lid) is also of somewhat 
unusual (though orthodox) type:

The author speaks of his interest in geography and astronomy (/a/akiya^) and adds 
that in a.h. 1146/A.D. 1733 he presented to the Grand VazTr [Hakim-zada] Ah-pasha 
(1^22-14 July 1735) a treatise called yam-numa fifann al-yaghrafiya and was ordered to 
prepare a ruU-i shamsl (a sun-dial?) under the name of rub-i ^nustadir (‘a dial inside 
a circle'). For this he obtained a liberal recompense and, encouraged by it, started on 
a new invention, viz., an indicator of the Ka'ba which would be useful m all lands. Ihe 
rdis al-kuttab Mustafa-efendi enabled him to present his device to the new Grand
Vazlr Yegen Muhammad-pasha (1737-23 March 1739).

It is difficult to say with assurance in what relation al-Bdrun al-mukhtari stood to his 
contemporary Petro, son of Baron, an Armenian of Qaysariye who m a.h. 1144/A.D. 1731 
translated Jacques Robbe's Methode pour afpre^tdre facilejnent la Geogmphie to which 
he gave the persianized title of Fann-numd-yi jam-i jam az fann-i jografiya, very similar 
to that of our author's opus primtmi. See F. Taeschner, Diegeographische Literatur der 
Osmanen, ZDMG, 77, 1923, pp. 74 and 144.

TITLE. CONTENTS. Qibla-numd-yi dfdqi, ' Universal Indicator of the Kaba . Ihe 
contrivance consists of a round box with a lid and a loose round plate resting on the 
wood cross-sections of the floor. The lower part of the lid and that of the loose plate
are covered with script. . .

The upper part of the lid represents Mekka with the Ka'ba and the environing hills.
The text of the lower part explains how the Indicator came into being and gives in
structions for its use. . r . u

The upper part of the round plate is occupied by a Map of the northern part ot t e
eastern hemisphere. At the point representing Mekka is fixed a metallic pointer moving 
round its pivot; in the centre, at the top of the Map, is found a magnetic compass un er 
glass; the southern end of its needle has the form of an arrow-point. I he lower ha t ol 
the plate is divided into twenty columns each with numbered geographical names (392 
in all) corresponding to the numbers of the Map. Each region of the latter is painted 
in a special colour in which is also painted the corresponding part of the table.
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In order to know the direction in which a Muslim, saying his prayers in one of the 

countries of Asia, Africa, or Europe, must turn his face towards the Ka ba, one proceeds 
as follows:

1. The pointer is pointed towards the country in question or towards a point marked 
with a number and explained in the table.

2. Then the whole plate is moved round until the needle of the compass takes a posi
tion parallel to the pointer; the reading of the compass on its dial will indicate the angle 
at which the Muslim must take position with regard to the true south.

BOX. Wooden, bonbonniere-shaped box measuring 31-9 cm. diameter, 57 cm. deep. 
A metal hinge, two (originally three) hooks, one (originally two) chains, three eyelets.

SCRIPT. Turkish naskh.

SCRIBE. DA TE. Autograph(?): ‘ finished this qibla-niima by the hand of the poor slave 
Baron the Inventor {^fiyad\C\C\ al-abd al-faqiral-bdrun al-mukhtari^' a.h. i 151/A.D. 173^-

PROVENANCE. In the inscription inserted to the right of the picture of the Ka'ba 
the author expresses a wish that the ‘ One who will look (at the Indicator) should keep 
(bar-qarar) the post of Grand VazTr’. This must refer to Muhammad-pasha men
tioned in the explanatory note. In the erased cartouche on top of the lid some date 
(1170?) is distinguishable, pointing perhaps to a re-dedication.

MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. The box is lacquered in gold, with scrolls, ‘ shelF 
forms, poppies, roses, &c., in blue, green, and red; same design round the sides and in 
the inside rim of the lid and the box; the floor of the box is ‘ green marble'; under
neath is a lattice design in black and green.

The picture of the Ka'ba inside the lid is in the usual schematic Muslim style; the 
prevailing colours are brownish and green, with some gold and red. On the right is a 
basket of fruit out of which rises the dedication panel. An ornamental belt, containing 
a basmci/a, separates the painting from the text. Round the painting and the texts is 
a gold border with some ornamentation.

The Map, though divided into seven longitudinal climes (Ptolemaic) is entirely 
modern in its outlines. It must be based on som.e contemporary European map as 
indicated by the forms of such names as Erancha (France), Yapon (Japan), Marsiliya 
(Marseilles), Eyorenche (Firenze, Florence). As regards the divisions into regions 
(which are evidently not to be taken as political divisions), the German-speaking lands 
figure as Avrupa (Europe) bordering in the east on Leh (Poland). The latter extends 
to"the Baltic seaboard. Moscov (Russia) is conterminous with Sweden along the Ladoga 
Lake, and the new capital of St. Petersburg is not yet shown; in the south it borders 
on the ‘ Black sea lands^; in the east on the ‘ I ataristan of Bulghar (i.e. Kazan, conquered 
by Russia in 1552) which in the south-east runs along the ‘ Qipchaq plain ’ (an old Muslim
term)

In Asia north of China (red) extends the ‘Tataristan of China’ (green) which in the 
north-west is separated by the Sha-mo desert from the ‘ Great TataristanIn the ex
treme north-east of Asia is shown ‘ Yaqutia ’ (green) neighbouring towards the south-east
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with the ‘ Nayman lands ’ (Nayman is one of the Mongol tribes). This latter is continued 
to the east by a peninsula inscribed ‘ Land of Yeso which evidently is a combination 
of Kamchatka with the northern islands of Japan. Siberia in the north-west is separated 
from ‘ Moscov ’ by a territory called ‘ Tataristan of Tanqud’ (?) and comprising ‘Obdoria’ 
(i.e. Obdorsk), &c.

In Africa round the Guinea gulf are shown Gabon and Benin; south of Marakesh 
(Morocco) lies the desert of Sanhaja (one of the Berber tribes); Ethiopia (grey) borders 
in the west on Gabon and is distinguished from Habash, i.e. Abyssinia (green); this 
latter adjoins in the north the territory of Danhala stretching along the south coast of 
the Red sea. Many names in the tables have been misread or mis-spelt

444

AL-DURR AL-MUNAZZAM Fl SIRR AL-ISM AL-A'ZAM

BEGINNING (after basmald). dJuU

AUTHOR. Shaykh 'Abd al-Rahman al-Bistaml (d. 858 a.h./a.d. 1458) whose work has 
been translated into Turkish by Sharif b. Sayyid M^uhammad b. Shaykh Sayyid 
Burhan. Some difficulty arises from f 4221^ where the scribe calls the book Shark Ibn- 
Talha, otherwise unknown.

TITLE. CONTENTS. The title of the original book is quoted by the translator (ff. 5^ 
and ^a) in the above form: ‘ The set Pearls, concerning the secret of [God’s] highest 
name to which is added a sub-title {awsaf): Miftah al-jafr al-jami wa misbah aUtur 
al-lami\ ' A key to the comprehensive ja/r and a lamp of brilliant light’. However, on 
f 422^ the scribe calls the work Shark Ibfi-Talha aEnushtamtl ala al-runiuz al-nuta- 
dafufyiiu li-kathlr al-rnd drif wal-kunilz, ‘Commentary of [or, on] Ibn-Talha containing 
secrets and securing (an access) to numerous sciences and treasures’.

In his Preface (ff. \b-(ia) the translator (perhaps a eunuch) explains that in the year 
A.H. 1006/A.D. 1597-8 he was called to the palace for the purpose of teaching and secured 
the friendship of Qapu-aghasi Ghazanfer-agha, known already as an influential eunuch 
under Murad III (a.d. 1574-95). He was occasionally commissioned with translations 
of Arabic and Persian works into Turkish, When he was ordered to translate Bistami s 
book, he, being ignorant of secret sciences, tried to allege his incompetence, but was 
instructed to present a Turkish version of its outward meaning. This he did omitting 
the redundant passages of the original. In fact he usually sums up the statements of 
the original and, on the other hand, introduces into the text his own remarks and refer
ences to the contemporary epoch (v. 156^: mention of Sultan Muhammad HI). In his 
conclusion (ff. A,\^b-^22b) the translator says that he worked on three manuscripts which 
he found full of mistakes and discrepancies. He chiefly used the manuscript belonging 
to the Government Treasury (khazina-yi ^dnitra) and omitted the additions found in the
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other two copies. He expatiates upon the difficulties of understanding the abstruse 
passages which the initiated in the mysteries of jafr do not reveal to outsiders, and 
apologizes for the hasty character of his work.

The ‘translation' occupies ff. The subject of the book is the principles of
al-jafr al-jami\ a cryptic science said to be in possession of the 'Alids and first written 
down by the Imam Ja'far al-Sadiq (see Djafr in EI\ The text contains cabbalistic 
formulas, mystic commentaries on the Qor an, revelations and prophecies concerning 
the end of the world, the appearance of Dajjal (Anti-Christ), &c.

SIZE. EOLIOS. 18-9 X 11.5 cm.; written surface 11-4 x 6-2 cm.; 15 lines. 423 folios.

BINDING. Brown leather, 3-centre and corners sunk and gilt, gold lining and cord 
border. Inside, sage-green silver-sprinkled paper; fly-leaves of similar mauve paper.

SCRIPT. PAPER. Naskh within broad gold rules. Dedication (ff. 422-3) in thulth. 
Thin, deep biscuit-toned, polished paper, some pages much darker. Gilt fore-edge.

SCRIBE. DATE. Hajjl 'Othman of Bosnia, a pupil of Ibrahim Rodosi (of Rhodes), 
A.H. II60/A.D. 1747.

PROVENANCE. According to the translator (f. 2a\ his work was undertaken at the 
order of Sultan Muhammad III (a.h. 1003-12/A.D. 1545-1603). Sultan Muhammad's 
name is again mentioned on ff. and 419^. In his colophon (ff. 422^-423^^) the scribe 
says that the book was copied by the order of the ‘ eldest (or, the most righteous) member 
of 'Othman’s family-' Sultan Mustafa b. Sultan Ahmad b. Sultan Muhammad whom he 
addresses as a scholar (talib al-thn wal-adab, Sec.). Mustafa III reigned a.h. 1171-87/ 
A.D. 1757-73, but as the colophon is dated a.h. 1160 the book was evidently presented 
to him during his cousin 'Othman Ill's reign while he was only a prince.

MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. F. \b'. Decorated headpiece with blank gold 
panel on blue ground. F. 289^: Some gold floral decoration. Dedication (ff 422/^- 
423) decorated with a rectangular and two triangular panels of blue and red flower 
design; colophon in a crescent within a gold panel with trailing floral designs.

53 miniatures and i diagram (f %b). The illustrations were intended to reproduce 
those found in the Arabic original but the painter has very negligently followed the 
Turkish translator. So where the text (f 182,0) speaks of Rome {madlna-yi Rumiya) and 
Frankish ships, &c., the artist represents Medina and an uninhabited coast. The minia
tures are sometimes vivid in colour but utterly devoid of imagination. In view of the 
Islamic prohibition of representing God's creatures the faces of all human beings are 
replaced by roses and even a horse's head cannot be depicted.

F. i63<^: a mountain and a tree with a magic formula called Shahin al-asrar ‘the 
falcon of mysteries'(?). F.1820: Medina. F. 184^: A coast and a ship. F.iSGa: A tree 
on the hills. F. iS6b: A fire flaming up (instead of a picture of Jesus' second advent). 
F. 187b: Medina (imaginary). F. 190^: Constantinople (imaginary). F. 192^^: A mosque. 
F. 203^: A pavilion and a fire flaming up. F. 204^: Similar. F. 205^^: Fire among the 
hills. F.2o6^?: Mountains. F. 206^: Aleppo (imaginary). F. 207^: A mountain. F.208^:

M
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Table laid before trees. F. 20^b\ Gate in a wall. F. 2\oa\ The sun on the last day rising 
over Mekka from the west. F. 2i^b\ Mahdl on a throne with four attendants. F. 2\%b\ 
Destruction of Mekka by'Abdal-Habashl. F.22ob: Constantinople (imaginary). F.226a: 
A mountain with three trees. F. 229^: A European landscape. F. 234<^; An elliptic map 
of the world with the south on the right (roughly following the system similar to that of 
No. 4i4,fol. 33<5»). F. 240<^: Ariver. F. 245^^: Two hills and a tree. F. 250^: Hills. F. 26o<5: 
The Nile. F. 262^?; A man in white and green on a throne with an attendant. F. 26^b: 
A man on a throne. F. 26^b'. Palm-trees. F. 266b’. Apparition of a comet. F. 2‘^ib. A 
king on a throne. F.2^2a\ A horseman, the horse's head screened by the guide. F. 274^: 
A king on a throne with two attendants. F. 2Sib\ A king on a throne under a tree. 
F. 282^: Hills. F. 283^?: Aleppo. Ff 285^^, 286^; Hills and trees. F. 290: Women being 
unveiled. F. 295^ ^ A king on a throne. F. 3^7^ • Sultan Sulayman and Ibrahlm-pasha. 
Ff. 328^, 340^: Hills. F.34ia: A hill and a town. Ff. 346^^-347^: Twenty-four Ottoman 
sultans (down to Mahmud I a.d. i730“54)- F* 349^- ^ king on a throne.

445
ALBUM OF CALLIGRAPHY

AUTHORS. Diverse.

TITLE. CONTENTS. Mostly quotations from the hadlth.

SIZE. EOLIOS. 33 X 21-7 cm.; written surface 22 x 10 cm.; 4 folios (6 pages), 6 lines.

BINDING. Dark-brown leather with 3-centre piece of floral motives on gold ground. 
Margin i two cord borders, between which a third border of arabesque design. Inside, 
grey and pink paper.

SCRIPT. PAPER. Very good naskh, one line in larger, and four in smaller script, 
on each page. Paper thick, white (above) and cream (below), set in cardboard with red

leather edges.

SCRIBE. DATE. Muhammad Sa id called Berber-zada, pupil of Sayyid Muhammad 
called Sheker-zada, a.h. 1146/A.D. 1733.

MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. Each page is divided into two rectangular 
compartments: upper part with gold floral design scattered in the text lower part 
with gold designs and rosettes in the text, between two rectangular medallions of very 
artistic designs in gold and colours. The whole, within three borders. the first being 
coloured plain, the second formed of stripes of various coloured papers, and the third 
of gold-stamped cord 5 the outer margin of coloured paper sprinkled with gold and

silver.
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KHULASAT AL-TABYiN BY MUHAMMAD AS'AD
• •

BEGINNING. ^ ^ jUc^

AUTHOR. Muhammad Asad, who dedicated his book to Sultan Mahmud I (a.d. 1730- 
54), V. f. lb. He may be the same person as the former owner of no. 448.

TITLE. CONTENTS. Klmldsat al-tabyin ft tafsir sura Yd-Sm, ‘ Epitome of explana
tions regarding the commentary on the sura Ya-Sln (Qordn, xxxvi) The commentary 
of the sura which the author considers ‘ the heart of the Qor’an' begins on f. 4a. After 
each passage the commentator successively examines the words ial-highd), the syntax 
{al-zrdb), and the rhetoric points {al-baydn), and finally gives his translation ial-tafslr).

SIZE. FOLIOS. 22*6 X 13*3 cm.; written surface 14*4 x 5.7 cm.; 19 lines, 149 folios.

BINDING. Brown leather, flapped, with centre red panel having 3-centre and corners 
of gold arabesque on dark-green, within silver cord border, 4 gilt-leaf, cord, &c., borders. 
Inside, red leather, centre ornament of gold arabesque on light-brown, gilt-cord and 
line borders ; marbled fly-leaves.

SCRIPT. PAPER. Naskh, within broad gold rule. Thin, cream-toned, polished paper. 

SCRIBE. DATE. Probably an autograph. The date is expressed in a cryptogram:

‘ At the end of the beginning of the second third of the round number which follows 
the chronogram R.SH.M wa T.ZBAR.' The numerical value of these latter words is 
1150 or 1156, but the meaning of the whole is not clear.

PROVENANCE. Written for Sultan Mahmud I (1143-68/1730-54).

MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. Opens with decorated headpiece, gold, blue, 
and red with a blank gold panel; small gold star diagrams to explain the mansions of 
the Moon; f. 75<^, diagram of the Earth, the spheres surrounding it, and the Seven
Skies.

447
ALBUM [MURAQQA^)

CONTENTS. F. \b. A decorated page. After basmala, an Arabic saying of the Prophet
Hf

Muhammad (ending on f. 2a)\

F. 2a. Another saying:
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F. 2b. A picture of the Ka'ba and its environs. Top left: the dome of Adam.
F. Another saying: written in naskh by Darvish 'All.
F. 4b-^a. Another saying in smaller naskh: signed: Darvish All.
F. 5^ (^a. Two more sayings in the same hand.
F. 6^. A picture of the Medina sanctuary with the tombs of Muhammad, Abu Bakr, 

'Omar, Fatima, &c. In the background hills and palm-trees.
F. 7<^. Two Arabic sayings interlaced; in gold: \sic\ ciSy and in red:

F. ^b. Qoran, xvii, i, referring to Muhammad's night-flight to Jerusalem written in 
thulth (?) by Darvish 'All.

F. Sa. Masjid-i Aqsa (Solomon’s temple) in Jerusalem. Captions in Turkish; top 
right: ‘ Here is a great precipice.’

F. ?>b. The htghra of Sultan Mahmud I b. Mustafa (a.d. 1730-54).
F. ^a. A picture of Aya-Sofya. In the left corner a signature: ‘ Gilt by the son of 

sadiq-i khazina (treasurer) Qayyim-bashi; Great Aya-Sofya.’
F. 9^. A small circular Map of the world: East is on top and South on the right. 

Land in white, water in blue. Round the world the Encircling Ocean. Looking from 
the south: Africa is represented by a crescent-like segment. The long vertical blue 
stripe is the Nile flowing into the Mediterranean. Africa is separated from Asia by the 
Indian Ocean represented as a gulf; from the north-east the Mihran (Indus) flows into 
it, and in the north-west the Shatt al-'Arab and the Persian Gulf separate Persia from 
Arabia. In the extreme north-east are: China, the Toghuzghuz (i.e. the lurks in their 
Central Asian habitat, in the 6th-8th centuries), the Khirkhiz (Kirghiz). The round 
sea with a straight-flowing river is the Aral sea with the Oxus. The sea in the form of 
a fish is the Caspian, and to its west are enumerated the Rus (Russians), Burtas, and 
Khazar. Farther to the west are the Saqaliba (Slavs) and al-Rum (Byzantine Empire). 
The water joining the Mediterranean from the north is the Black sea with the Straits. 
In the extreme north-west, in a small segment, Europe, consisting of part of the Slav 
land, the ‘great land of Rum’ (Italy, &c.), the Franks, and Spain stretching close to 
the Maghrib on the other side of the Mediterranean.

This Map is entirely traditional and echoes the state of Muslim knowledge in the 
qth-ioth centuries a.d., but the ingenious schematic arrangement, destined to show 
that Arabia lies in the centre of the world, reflects some skill on the part of the original 
artist.

SIZE, FOLIOS, 29.2 X 21-8 cm.; written and decorated surface 25x17.5; number of 
lines variable ; 9 folios.

BINDING. Red-brown varnished paper, with elaborate flower designs in gold for 
centre and corner pieces, within gold border. Inside grey, blue, and orange marbled 
papers. Leather-bound edges and back.

SCRIPT, PAPER. Thulth and naskh, within gold and coloured bands. Each page 
(mounted on card) is of different colour, with dark-red leather edging.
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SCRIBE. DATE. Most probably the whole text (with the exception of the Map?) 
is in the hand of Darvlsh 'All. The tughra of Sultan Mahmud I (a.d. i730”54) is 
terminus post quern for the arrangement of the album, and perhaps of the text itself.

MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. Each piece of script has gay-coloured flower 
designs on either side and elsewhere; the same appears on other pages. The margins 
are decorated in gold and silver designs of flowers, leaves or conventional pattern. 
4 miniatures of mosques, &c. (described above) are painted on gold grounds chiefly in 
white and blue. The Map has gold tracery design on blue ground; small gold rosettes 
among script.

448

MAJMU'A (‘A COLLECTION OF EXTRACTS’)

AUTHOR. The book may possibly be a collection of personal notes by Qadl-asker 
Muhammad As'ad, whose signature (?) several times appears on ff. \Zb-2^a. The whole 
book seems to be in the same hand, and the ownership entry on f. 123^ by the same 
person may refer to the purchase of the book with blank folios for recording quotations 
and notes. Cf. the name of the author of no. 446.

TITLE. CONTENTS. On f. \b the book is called simply Majrnua, ‘ CollectionIt 
consists of texts extracted from numerous, chiefly theological, works, the sources being 
usually indicated at the end of the quotations. The extracts have been disposed 
according to the matter under special headings. Before the text some scattered notes
(ff. i-vi).

F. \b. Brief contents of the Collection.
F. 2b. On basniala, &c.
F. 3<^. On the formula al-hamdu lilldh, ih.^fdtiha, &c.
F. gb. On the formula of blessings on Muhammad (quoted from Maulana Muhammad 

Aq-Kirmani).
F. izb. On the science of traditions.
F. i^b. On literary studies.
F i^b. Critical remarks on several works concerning the formula oitauhid^ &c., by 

Qadl Muhammad As'ad, in his personal handwriting (?), &c.
F. 2U. On Reason, the Shari'at, Religion, &c.
F. 35^. On imdn and isldm.
F. 42b. On the Qor an and its interpretation.
F. s^b. On vocabulary, grammar, &c.
F. 56. On history, &c. r ^ ^ a
F. 61^. On Existence, Creation, attributes of God, and buhsm.
F. 68<^. On Cause, on resignation to God's will, on prayers, &c.
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F. ^ob. On dreams, auguries, &c. (mostly left blank).
F. 78^^. On horses.
F. 8o(^. On Love, Music, Food, Medicine, Marriage, &c.
F. 85^^. On Acquisition, Contentment, &c.
F. 89<^. On Jurisprudence, Rectitude, morals, &c.
F. <^ib. On the dignity of a Prophet, a Vail, an amir, a sultan, &c.
F. 93^. On the rijal al-ghayb (v.s. no. 434, f. Ja).
F. 95^. On the three natural reigns {mawalid), &c. (blank).
F. io\b. On things pertaining to Reason.
F. \dob. A riddle by Shaykh Baha al-dln Muhammad 'Amili (d. a.h. 1031/A.D. 1622) 

explained by 'Abd al-Qadir al-Baghdadi (in Persian).

SIZE. FOLIOS. 21-8x12 cm.; written surface variable, number of lines variable; 
vi + 133 folios (many blank).

BINDING. Brown leather, 3-centre and corners sunk, with gilt design and ground; 
gold line and broad cord border. Inside, plain red-brown leather, gold lines.

SCRIPT. PAPER. Naskh, informal hand, size varying. Thin polished paper of light- 
cream, pink, yellow, green, and blue tones, mostly silver-sprinkled, many blank pages 
between chapters.

SCRIBE. DATE. a.d. i8th century (?).

PROVENANCE. On f. 123^ is an ownership note by Muhammad Asad who bought 
the book at the time of his sojourn at the ‘ victorious camp' of the Sultan (y.s. f. i8<^). 
Before the text another owner s entry Muhammad Sharif al-Husaynl, a.h. 1226/A.D. 1811.

449
BOOK OF PRAYERS, ETC.

AUTHOR. Arranged and written by 'Othman b. 'Omar.

TITLE. CONTENTS. The book consists of the following parts:
(A) 32 suras of the Qor an (ff \b 41b).
(B) The 99 attributes of God (ff. 4^b-4^b).
(C) Muhammad's outward appearance (ff
(D) Dalail al-khayrat wa shawariq al-anwar ft dhikr al-saldt ala alnabi al-mukhtar

(ff. 52^-185(^), the same work as described under no. 459? consisting of an Introduction 
(chapters on ff 53<^, 59-^, and 62a) and of prayers (sections begin at h. 64/^, 7i<^, 79^3^, 80^3:, 
84<^, 88^, yob, g^a, 97<^, the scribes colophon.

BINDING. Dark-brown and dark-red leather, sunk panelled border, corners and 
3-centre, with gold ground to red design. Inside, red leather with gold-cord border and 

lining (and cord border).
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SIZE. FOLIOS. 16-5 X II cm.; written surface 10-7 x 5-8 cm.; 13 lines; 136 folios.

SCRIPT. PAPER. Naskh, within gold band and red line. Very thin, biscuit-coloured, 
polished paper.

SCRIBE. DATE. 'Othman b. 'Omar, on 4 Shavval 1162/17 September i749-

MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. This book opens with two fully decorated 
pages, with white naskh on gold panels with coloured flower ends; above and below, 
seven lines of script between two flower borders, all within gold and coloured flowered 
border with gold, red, and blue terminals, and a side-piece. Ff. 49^^ and ^oa are fully 
and similarly decorated, white naskh above, a line of larger black script, nine lines in 
a circle, names of the Caliphs at the corners; flowery border with slight terminals; 
followed by two blank pages; two pages with gold border and centre pieces; f. 
a half-page Itnvan, the script being interlined in gold; margins decorated with gold 
flowers; ff. (i2a and 63^^, miniatures of Mekka and Medina reflecting some knowledge of 
perspective; f. 64/^, a half-page ^unvan. Headings of chapters in white naskh on panels 
decorated with gold and coloured floral designs; the marginal medallions have similar 
decorations, with terminals, and some have realistic flowers on them; f. 135^^, the 
colophon ending in a panel with gold floral design; f. 136^, similar to ff. 52^^ and 53^^; 
gold rosettes in the text.

450

SIX THEOLOGICAL TREATISES

TITLE. CONTENTS. The manuscript consists ot six parts (all in Turkish):
(A) Risala-yi Aq-Kirmanl (ff. \b-z(}b\ a treatise on free will and acts of men, in which 

are described the theories of the Determinists {al-jabariya) (f. 2b\ the Mu'tazilites (f. 4^?), 
Abu Ishaq Isfarayinl (f. \2b\ Abu Bakr Baqilanl (f. 13a), the Philosophers (f. 13^^), Imam 
al-haramayn (f. 14^), Ash'ari (f. 15^), Abu Mansur Maturldl (f. 164

(B) Tarjama-yi hilya-yi sharlf, a treatise by the same Muhammad Aq-KirmanI, on 
the Prophet’s outward appearance, habits, &c. (in margin of ff. \b-20b).

jVIuhammad Birgevi (d. 9^^/^57'6X Iln'i~t aqatd ahl alsunnat^ a w^ell-known Sun
nite catechism (in margin of ff. 20^-113'^)-

(D) Prayers (in margin of ff. \\A^a-\2oa).
(E) Prayers [of Aq-Kirmanl?] (in margin of ff. i2Qb-\2\a).
(F) 'Abdullah b. Muhammad b. Sha'ban ‘marching in the path of'Ubayd-i SultanF,

Hadlth-i arbdln, ‘ The forty traditions ’ (ff. 37^-i6u5).
In the Preface the author mentions his connexion with the palace in the time of Sultan 

Ahmad HI (a.d. 1703-30) and says that in 1165/1752 he chose and translated forty 
traditions {hadith) of unimpeachable trustworthiness, of which ten have been transmffted 
by the Prophet’s companions, ten by the }nuhajivin of Mekka, ten by the ansav of
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Medina,-and ten by women. He called his book Ahsan al-khahav min kaldm sayyid 
al-bashar. The traditions are translated, explained, and illustrated by stories.

SIZE. FOLIOS. 22x12-8 cm.; written surface 13-2x6.5 cm.; 15 lines and oblique 
marginal script. 161 folios.

BINDING. Dark-red leather, flapped; 3-centre and corners sunk and gilt; cord line 
gilt. Inside, lighter red-brown leather, gold lining.

SCRIPT. PAPER. Naskh, rather indifferent in margins. Thin, firm, ivory-toned, 
polished paper.

SCRIBE. DATE. 'Omar b. Husayn Bahr-i aswad (?), pupil of the late Hubla [sic] 
Husayn-efendi, writing in the Royal Treasury (khazina-yi humayun). The dates are as 
follows: (A) and (F) 1105/1752, (B) 1164/1751, (C) Safar 1166/December 1752.

MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. F. ib, a half-page ^unvan, gold flower border 
to this and opposite page and corner pieces; f. 37^, another similar 'unvan; titles m 
red with flower decoration, a few gold rosettes; ff. 36^^ and 161b, gold flower decorations 
to the colophons.

451

KHAZiNAT AL-MA'ARIF BY TRFANi 

BEGINNING, ykXJi oJU Jp Jyl ^

AUTHOR. Sayyid 'Abdullah Larandavl, surnamed 'IrfanT and belonging to the 
Naqshbandi order of dervishes. In the Preface he records the misfortunes of his earlier 
life until on 25 Ramadan 1180/24 February 1767 he was admitted to the palace along 
with the 'ulamd who were entrusted with lectures on Baydawf s commentary on the 
Qor an, the pupils, as it appears, being the Princes Selim and Muhammad (f. 6^).

TITLE. CONTENTS. Khazlnat al-mdarif wal-latdif (i. f))y ‘Treasury of [mystic] 
knowledge and of pleasant storieswritten in Arabic.

The Introduction (ff. contains a dedication to Sultan Mustafa III (a.h. 1171-
87/A.D. 17S7l73) and explains the author s interest in collecting Qor anic texts and pleasant 
stories bearing on matters connected with royalty.

The book consists of three chapters and a conclusion.
The first chapter (f. 7^) gives a detailed commentary on Qondn, iii, 25, and the second 

chapter (f. 23b] on Qor an., iv, 61, both texts referring to royal power. The author quotes 
his numerous sources and sometimes writes in the form of questions and answers.

The third chapter (f. 32a) treats of the affairs of kings in general (ahwdl almuluP): 
kingly justice, wrath, &c., with illustrative stories, the office of vazir (f 6i<^), secret affairs 
(64^^), &c. Conclusion (f. ^7b) in the form of a sermon.

SIZE. FOLIOS. 19-4 X 12-8 cm.; written surface 13 x 6-4 cm.; 13 lines; 72 folios.
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BINDING. Silver-sprinkled green paper boards, with leather back, flap, and edges ; 
gold lining and cord-line borders. Inside, orange silver-sprinkled paper.

SCRIPT. PAPER. Naskh within gold and red lines. In the margins; paragraphs, 
names of authorities, notes, &c. Thin, cream-toned, polished paper.

SCRIBE. DATE. Autographed by the author for Sultan Mustafa III.

PROVENANCE. On f. 3« an entry, probably by the author, reproducing the approval 
of the book by Shaykh al-Islam Vall ad-din-efendi. A partly-effaced entry by a former 
owner Mir Hasan Zuhdl b. Khalll-pasha accompanied by his seal.

MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. The text opens with a decorated headpiece; 
gold rosettes throughout, gold floral decoration beside colophon.

452

LATA’IF-I DURUB
• •

BEGINNING, -ck Jj' O j ^

AUTHOR. Unknown; evidently some one in touch with the circles of palace eunuchs.

TITLE. CONTENTS. ‘Pleasant sayings’ (f. 2b). In the Preface written in Turkish 
the author mentions among his sources the sayings of 'All {v.s. 3), the Prophet s tradi
tions proverbs, &c. The sayings, some of which have been abridged by the author, are 
all in Arabic They have been arranged in alphabetical order. 1 he last letter (ya) is 
absent and f. 17a is unfinished, perhaps because the author intended to produce another 
copy incorporating the additions written in the margin.
SIZE. EOLIOS. 20-2 X 12-7 cm.; written surface 13-8 X 6-2 cm.; 15 lines; 17 folios. 

BINDING. Brown leather, flapped; 3-centre ornament with gold ground. Inside, pink 
stamped paper.
SCRIPT. PAPER. Naskh within gold and red rules. Numerous additions m the 
margin. Thin, dark ivory-toned, polished paper.

SCRIBE. DATE. a.d. i8th century (?).
PROVENANCE. The collection is dedicated (f. 3«) to Hajji Bashir whom the author 
calls ■Siet of royal companions, gnardian of the Sultan's harem, Hrs E>icellenoy the 
Toha of the House of Happiness'. On f. i laudatory entnes about the book by Mu. 
Aghaolthe of the Sultanand by'Abdullah b. Muhammad, surnamed
S-rfendreun«ch ot the family of Seferli (both in Arabic). This latter

N
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certifies that the book merits presentation to the high personage who is the trusted 
person {amm) of the House of Happiness, the 'protector’ of Mekka and Medina, &c. 
with some allusion to the name of the above-mentioned Hajjl Bashir. A seal bearing 
the inscription : 'Abida, daughter of Sayyid 'Abdullah.

MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. The text opens with a decorated headpiece 
(blank gold panel); chapters in gold; large gold rosettes after each sentence throughout 
the text.

453
ANTHOLOGY

BEGINNING.

AUTHORS. CONTENTS. The folios of this manuscript are out of order and the 
poems of different authors are quoted pell-mell. The anthology contains selections 
from the following Turkish poets:

{a) Najatl, a court poet of Sultan Bayazid II (a.h. 886-918/A.D. 1481-1512) and his 
sons, who died in a.h. 914/A.D. 1509, see Gibb, HOP, ii, 93-122. Our manuscript opens 
with Najatl’s well-known qaslda in praise of the Prophet, said to have been composed 
on the poet’s death-bed. The qasldas continue down to f. io<^. After an interruption, 
comes (f. 13^3:) the introduction to Najatl’s divan, written in mixed prose and verse. In 
it the poet explains that he was encouraged to collect his ghazals by the qadl-'asker 
'Abd al-Rahman-chelebi. The ghazals continue down to f. ^.nd also occupy 
ff.

(d) Fighanl, executed in a.h. 933/A.D. 1526-7, for an epigram directed against the Grand 
Vazir Ibrahim-pasha. His poems occupy ff. ii<^-i3<^. As both f. i\a, and the end of 
f. i3<^ have been left blank, this part of the collection may be a later addition wrongly 
inserted between Najatl’s poems. Another poem by Fighanl (?) dedicated to Sultan 
Sulayman is found on ff. 6ga-b.

{c) Baql (a.h. 933-1008/A.D. 1526-1609), the best-known poet of Sultan Sulayman’s 
times, see Gibb, HOP, iii, 133-59, Baqi’s divan ed. by R. Dvorak, Leiden 1911. His 
qaslda with the rhyme in -al occupies ff. Then come the qasldas dedicated to
Selim II (f. 38^2:-38^), to Qubad-pasha (f. 38^), to Khwaja-‘All(?) (f. 39^3:), to 'All-pasha 
(f. 40^3:), a congratulary poem for the end of Ramadan (f. 4i<^), a qaslda to Qadi Muftl- 
zade, a qaslda to Sultan Sulayman on the occasion of his campaign of Nakhichevan 
(f. 4^a), an autumn poem (f. 47^), and a qaslda to Ahmad-chelebi Qadl-zade (f. ^Sa-b). 
Some of Baqi’s ghazals are found on ff. ^2bAZ^-

(d) ShamsI, whose laudatory poems occupy ff. 6ia-L6b, and perhaps some more. It is 
not clear whether this poet is identical with the mathnavl-wrmentioned in Gibb, 
HOP, ii, 383. The dedicatees of ShamsI seem to be Selim I (f. 64^3;) and Sulayman 
(f. 64/^). He must have been a courtier, for in the poem (f. 64^^), which looks like an epistle 
sent to the capital, the author mentions a great number of high dignitaries.
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{e) 'Ulvl, whose identity with 'Ulvl of Brusa (middle of the 15th century a.d., cf. Gibb, 

HOP, iii, 24) is not quite certain. Ff. : an ode in honour of Sultan Selim;
f. 74<3:-75^: ghazals.
(/) Nev'l (a.h. 940-1007/A.D. 1533-99), cf Gibb, HOP, iii, 171, (ff. ^2a-b).
(g) Dhatl (a.h. 876-953/A.D. 1471/1546), cf Gibb, HOP, iii, 47-58- 
{h) Naslml, in Persian (f 75(^).
{i) JamT, in Persian (f ^6a).

(/) Maghrib! (d. a.h. 809/A.D. 1406), cf E. G. Browne, LHP, iii, 331 in Persian (f 76^). 
{P) Hayratl (d. a.h. 941/A.D. 1534), cf Gibb, HOP, iii, 61 (fol. 76^^).
(/) Fudull, see no. 440. A ghazal of his is found on f 71^?. And to him may also 

belong a tarji-band of strong shf a feelings in praise of 'All on ff 698-706. The end of 
the manuscript ff 77^—86<>' is occupied by the introduction to Fudull s divan and a 
selection of his poems.

SIZE. FOLIOS. 23*2x13.5 cm.; written surface 18*21 x 10*5-11*5 cm.; generally 14 
oblique lines in three columns; 86 folios.

BINDING. Black leather, with conventional design within a border, worked in fine 
silver thread over white leather. Inside, red leather with gold cord-and-line border.

SCRIPT. PAPER. Nasta'llq within gold lines. Uneven, thick, half-polished paper of 
different shades of cream, yellow, blue, pink, and green; lower margins stained. F. \b 
and 2a written in two columns, horizontally.

SCRIBE. DATE. 18th (?) century a.d.

PROVENANCE. On f \a a signature of Sayyid Muhammad Sharaf, a.h. 1220/A.D. 
1805. On f 77^7 a seal: Dmar. Kafa bil-maiit waizan, 1301 (?). The year, if correct, cor
responds to A.D. 1883. The motto, said to have been engraved on the Caliph 'Omar b. 
'Abd al-KhattaUs seal, suits the name of the owner.

MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. Three decorated headpieces on ff \b, \/\a, 77^, 
of gold and blue, the first two with some other colours.

454

TAQVIM (ASTRONOMICAL ALMANAC)

BEGINNING. UU

AUTHOR. Perhaps arranged by Mustafa b. Muhammad Katib-zada, v.t. under {a).

'jgj'PBE CONTENTS. The book has, as an annex, a wooden astrolabe, and contains 
several tables:
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{a) Mustafa b. Muhammad Katib-zada, Tashlh-i raqam-ifiat-i ruznama-yi wafaiyya 

‘Corrections for a sun-diaL, consisting of an instruction (f \B) and a table (f. '^d).
(b) Table of Nauriiz (Persian New Year) (f. 3<^).
(<;) Ghurra-nama, a table, said to be invented by Imam 'All b. Musa al-Rida, for 

finding the day of the week corresponding to the first day of the month (f. /\d).
(d) Table of bisextile years (f. ^b).
{e) Eternal calendar, with indications of the events having happened on a given day 

(‘ Cain killed Abel&c.), or of actions recommended (‘ good to have a shave in hani^nani \ 
or ‘nothing good’) (ff. 6^-i2^7).
(/) ‘Masters of the year’ {hakmi-al-sand) (ff. i^^b-i^d).
{g) Astronomical calendar ? (ff. 14^-20^).
{h) Beginnings of night and day {imqat-i layl wa nahar) according to the months 

(ff. 2ob-26d).
(i) Unfinished table of the longest days in Saba, San'a, Aden, &c.

SIZE. FOLIOS. 15-6 to 8 cm. x 10-3 cm.; written surface 10-3 x 5-5 cm. and io-6 x 
5*8 cm.; number of lines varies; 30 folios. Ff 27-30 blank.

BINDING. Brown polished leather, centre ornament of black on gold ground, gold 
dots, cord-and-line borders; flap similar; inside, dark-grey paper. Brown cloth bag 
with cream braid for astrolabe.

SCRIPT. PAPER. Very small naskh, within gold rules. Thin, biscuit-toned, polished 
paper. First part looks older than last.

SCRIBE. DATE. a.d. 18th century(?).

MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. The text opens with a decorated heading with 
small white script in a gold shaped panel, on gold floral ground (gold), within white- 
spotted red border; ff. 3^, have circular coloured diagrams, in sections with script
on gold and blue floral grounds; ff 6b-i2a (all similarly arranged): white script on gold 
panels, coloured corner pieces, floral vignettes; ff. I'^b to 26a \ ruled tables.

455
CALLIGRAPHY AND BINDING

TITLE. CONTENTS. The text is arranged in two tiers. In the upper compartments 
Qoran, ii, 131; in the lower compartments a quotation from the [Majd al-dln al- 
Mubarak b. al-Athlr’s] Jdmi alusul on the ten ‘ dog’s qualities ’ behooving a man.

SIZE. FOLIOS. 25*6 X 17*3 cm.; written surface 17*5 x 7 cm.; 4 or 5 lines ; 4 folios.
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BINDING. Dark-red leather, 3-centre sunk with gold ground to brown design, corners, 
cord-and-line borders gilt. Inside plain red leather.

SCRIPT. PAPER. One line of large nasta'llq, 3 or 4 lines of naskh, with flower 
designs; borders of striped coloured paper. Deep-cream paper mounted on darker 
card.

SCRIBE. DATE. a.d. i8th century (?)

MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. Gold flower design under and beside the 
script; gold rosettes among small script.

456

TAFTAZANI’S ‘MUTAWWAL’ (BINDING)

AUTHOR. Sa'd al-din Masud b. 'Omar al-Taftazani (a.h. 722-91/A.D. 1322-89).

TITLE. CONTENTS. al-Mutawwal, i.e. ‘The Longer Commentary’ [to be dis
tinguished from the other commentary by the same author] on Muhammad b. 'Abd 
al-Rahman Qazwini’s Talkhis al-miftah. The latter in its turn is a compendium of 
Part III of the Miftah al-ulum ‘The Key to Sciences’ by Siraj al-milla wal-din Abu 
Ya'qub Yusuf al-Sakkaki al-KhuwarizmI (d. a.h. 626/A.D. 1229, in Almaligh on the 
river Hi in Central Asia). This Part III (and consequently its abridgement and com
mentary) expounds the principles of Rhetoric. The book is in Arabic. The author 
Taftazani says in his Preface that he found the TalkhtsA.\xnn^ his journey to Jurjaniya 
(= Gurganj in Khwarazm), that ‘camp of Masters of Knowledge ’. He completed his 
work in Herat [in a.h. 748/A.D. 1347, cf. C. A. Storey, Taftazam in A./.] and dedicated 
it to the local ruler Ghiyath al-din wa Mughith al-muslimln Abul Husayn Muhammad 
Kart (so vocalized).

Taftazam s Preface (ff. \b-i6) is immediately followed by the commentary, quotations 
from Qazwlnl being marked in red ink. Qazwlnl s Introduction is explained on ff. '^b- 
\Afi. Book I on the art of meanings {fann al-indant) begins on f. with subdivisions 
{bab) on ff. 27^, S\b, 73a, 79«, 87a, 95-^, nob; Book II on Eloquence {ba/ag/m)-i iiga; 
Book III on Tropes {badt)—i 165a; conclusion—f. 193-^.

SIZE. FOLIOS. 23-2 X 12-10 cm.; written surface i6-7x 7 cm.; 31 lines; 196 folios.

BINDING. Brown leather, flapped, with 3-centre and corners sunk, gilt ground to red 
design, gold line-and-cord border. Inside, red leather, centre with gilt ground, cord-
and-line border.
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SCRIPT. PAPER. Careful nasta'lTq within gold lines. Thin, deep ivory-toned polished 
paper.

SCRIBE. DATE. The manuscript is apparently written in a Turkish hand, in the 
18th century a.d.).

PROVENANCE. 2 effaced seals on f. i.

MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. Decorated headpiece in Turkish style with a 
basmala in white ink in a gold panel, within coloured floral design in gold and dark 
blue; gold dots on this and opposite pages.

457
MUFRIDAT (ALBUM OF CALLIGRAPHY)

AUTHOR. Darvish Mustafa.

TITLE. CONTENTS. Single elements and combinations of Arabic letters. A Persian 
verse on f. 6^ says that as the mufridat (isolated elements) have been finished, the time 
has come for murakkabat (combinations of words). F. 7^ is occupied by a Persian 
quatrain.

SIZE. EOLIOS. 28-6 X 18 cm.; written surface 19-5 x 9-5 cm; 4 lines; 7 folios.

BINDING. Cover in brown marbled paper, with leather back, forming f. \a.

SCRIPT. PAPER. Nasta'llq, within gold and marbled paper; borders mounted on 
mottled orange, green, and pink card pages with leather-bound edges.

SCRIBE. DATE. Darvish Mustafa a.h. 1179/A.D. 1765.

MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. Every page has gold and coloured flower 
decorations or similar side-ornaments. Colophon in an irregular decorated panel.

BEGINNING.

458

DiVAN OF DANISH

4)1 Jlil 4)U- ;jji

AUTHOR. CONTENTS. The author’s nom de plume as given by himself is Danish 
(‘ Knowledge'). A former owner (Muhamm^ad Amin, v.tl) calls him Danish Sulayman. 
Saml-bey in his biographical dictionary Qamus aid lam, iii, 2103, mentions a poet
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Danish-bey who was a clerk at a public office (dlvdn-i humdyUn odast), composed a 
short divan {dwanche) and died in 1245/1829. A similar statement about Danish 
Sulayman is found in Gibb, HOP, iv, 41, who calls him panegyrist of Sultan Mahmud II 
(a.h. 1223-55/A.D. 1808-39). We shall see, however, that these indications go counter 
to the data found in our manuscript. This consists of: (a) laudatory poems composed 
on different occasions (ff. 2<5-88<^); (b) a complete set of ghazals arranged in the 
alphabetic order of rhymes (ft. (c) various poems: three takhmls written on
the poems by Halim and Sa'id, rubai, single verses {abydt) apparently destined to be 
inscribed on public buildings, &c. (ff. 8ya-g^b); (d) two lists of poetical epithets, chiefly 
Persian, suitable for the flowers zarrin (77 names) and Idla (57 names) (ff 94^-^^).

The first part of the book opens with the usual praises of God, the Prophet, each of 
the four orthodox Caliphs, and the reigning Sultan Mahmud. In the last couplet of 
this poem (f. ^b') the author records the Kings gracious order which brought into 
being his two divans; then he criticizes the panegyrics addressed by the late Nabi 
(a.d. 1630 (?)/April 1712) to Mustafa pasha (d. a.d. 1685) and greatly extols his own 
productions which, according to him, possess the quality of Sahbaffs poetry and may 
relegate Sa'di’s Gulistdn to the shelf of oblivion. This fakhr (ostentation) is followed 
by qasidas and chronograms dedicated to Sultan Mahmud on different occasions 
(ff. 6a-2qb). In them are recorded such dates as the construction of a fountain: 
jU- corresponding to a.h. 1163/A.D. 1750 (f. ^b), the arrival of a three
decked galleon a.h. ii68/a.d. 1754 {i^ja)] the construction of a kiosk at Beshik-tash in 
A.H. 1165/A.D. 1752 (f. gb)] the New Year of a.h. 1167/A.D. 1753, the date being twice 
recorded in the same verse (f. i3<^); the construction of a gate in a.h. ii6i/a.d. 1748 
(f. 13^); the reparation of the powder-magazine a.h. ii66/a.d. 1752 (f. 17^?). Ff. 27^^- 
34a are occupied by praises of Mustafa pasha; a double New Year chronogram 
records the year 1166/1752 (f. 19^?); in several qasidas the poet implores the VazTr to 
have pity on him before he has succumbed to his sufferings (ff. yib and 34^7); a con
gratulation is dated a.h. ii66/a.d. 1752 (30^). The rest of the first part (ff. ^ya-^Sb) 
contains poems addressed to different dignitaries: a chronogram on the arrival of 
Muhammad pasha with a fleet, a.h. ii66/a.d. 1753, f. 34^?:; ditto on the appointment 
of Naill 'Abdullah Efendi as daftadar km. 1164/A.D. 1751 (f. 35^?); ditto on the appoint
ment of'All-agha a.h. 1164/A.D. 1750 (f 36^); on the appointment of Mustafa Mir, a 
chronogram in Christian era (tdrikh-i kuhan-sdl-i duval') 1751; chronograms on the con
struction of various fountains (ff. ^^b-^8a): a.h. 1165/A.D. 1751; a.h. ii8i/a.d. 1767; 
A.H. 1162/A.D. 1748; A.H. 1154/A.D. 1741. The dates mentioned are within the limits 
of the reign of Sultan Mahmud I (a.h. 1143-68/A.D. 1730-54). A chronogram on the 
birth of a son to Salih-agha, a.h. 1152/A.D. 1739 may have been composed factum. 
The centre of the poet’s official activity falls in the fifties and sixties of the i8th 
century. All these dates entirely conflict with the statements of Sami-bey and Gibb 
quoted above. Even the earlier owners date 1193/1779 shows that the poet cannot have 
been a contemporary of Mahmud 11. Rather than to suppose that there were two poets 
called Danish, we are brought to assume that there is simply a confusion between the 
reigns of the two homonymous sultans Mahmud I and Mahmud II. The number of 
dedicatory verses destined to be inscribed on various buildings certainly suits the well-
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known building noti.ities of Mahmud I. The poet’s patron Mustafa.pasha is nn- 
Sltedly Mahmnd I’s Grand Vaar whose term of office extendi over the ported 
A.H. 1165-8/A.D. 1752-5, see Hammer, GOR, French translation 111, 662.

SIZE. FOLIOS. 24.2 X 13-3 cm.; written surface 17 x 7 cm.; two columns of 19 lines;

94folios.
BINDING This is of excellent craftsmanship. Light-brown leather, flapped with 
deep-sunk centre oval and border having gold ground to flower design, broad and 
i?ow cord borders. Inside, redder leather, gold outline centre, hne-and-cord borders,

fly leaves marbled.
SCRIPT. PAPER. Nasta'llq within broad and narrow gold rules. Thin, deep ivory- 
toned polished paper.
SCRIBE. DATE. Probably contemporary with the author. The spaces left in blank 
may have been reserved for eventual additions, a.d. i8th century

BROVENANCE. On f i« an entry by the former
al-dln, previously qadl-asker of Anatolia, dated a.h. 1193/A.D. i779- On f. 2 a seal. 
Nur-I Muhammad (?).
MINIATURES ILLUMINATION. The text opens with a decorated headpiece
built-UD scroll forms, with white script in centre, cartouche within crimson, gold, and 
blue borders • squares of gold-flower design on this and opposite page (ditto headpiece 
on fl tTtlesTn white on gold bands with coloured ends; some blank and half-blank
pages in places. The style of the decorations is typically Turkish, with crude opposi 10

of colours.

459

DALATL AL-KHAYRAT

beginning (after basmala). ''"'•a* ^

author. Muhammad b. Sulayman al-Jazull, of the Berber tribe of Simlala, died on 
16 RabI' I 870/7 November 1465, see Brockelmann, GAL, 11, 252.

(in Arabic), same work as nos. 449 (pa ), 1 ATnclims (St Petersburg, 1842, Cairo,

1287, 129b &c.). An English ty^siation Translated from the Arabic of al-Jazull by
a„d di„cffo„susing b«ok,

from the Arabic by A. G. Ellis.' 1907, 8,76 pp.

1
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The Introduction begins on f. 2b and the divisions of prayers, on ff. 13^, 15^, 31^,

36^^, 48^?, ^2a, S^b (some abridgement indicated on f. 22b). The copy is also divided 
into special portions to be read during eight consecutive days: 15^^, 24^?, 41^, 5i<^, 61^?, 
71^7, Sia.

SIZE. FOLIOS. 16 X 10*8 cm., written surface 10 x 6 cm. 11 lines, 89 folios. F. i^a blank.

BINDING. Brown leather, with 3-centre and corners sunk and gold ground to black- 
and-gold design; gold arabesque design surrounding the centre ornament; gold 
cord-and-line border. Flap of similar design with traces of silver. Inside, plain brown 
leather, gold lining.

SCRIPT. PAPER. Naskh within broad gold band. Thin, biscuit-toned, polished paper. 
Numerous notes in thulth in margins.

SCRIBE. DATE. a.h. 1196/A.D. 1782.

MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. Ff. and 15^^ two similar headpieces: floral 
design on gold-and-blue ground, titles in white on gold ground ; ff. ib and 2a have gold 
floral design in margins; panels in gold-and-colour with titles in white at each chapter 
division; rosettes with names of the days of the week (see above); £f. gb-iib arranged 
in small gold compartments in which God’s names are inscribed followed by tiny 
formulas of benediction.

Ff. 12b, i^a two miniatures of Mekka and Medina, sketchy in detail and western in 
manner.

On ff. 88^, Sga, are two coloured flower drawings.

460

DALATL AL-KHAYRAT

BEGINNING (after basmala). <11

AUTHOR. Abu 'Abdullah Muhammad b. Sulayman al-Jazull.

TITLE CONTENTS. Data il al-khay rat wa shawariq al-anwar ft dhikr al-salat 'ala 
al-nabl al-mukhtar (in Arabic), same work as described under no. 459, consisting of an 
Introduction (f. 2b on the virtue of prayer; f gb. Muhammads titles; 13a his burial- 
place) and of prayers divided into sections beginning on ff. 15^, 21b, 23a, 31a, 34a, 39a, 
44a 4(,b Sib SAb, 66a, 67a, 72a, 76a, 865 and ending on f 91a. [This part of the manu
script is’identical with no. 449. part D]. The book is followed by three other series of 
prayers comprising respectively ff. gib-gA‘^< 94^-97^. and 975-1015.

FOLIOS. 14 X 9 cm.; written surface 7*9 ^ 4*6 variable, ii lines, loi folios.
o
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BINDING. Light-brown leather, central rectangular panel with 3-centre and corner 
pieces of stamped gold design on buff leather, within similar border and gold cord 
border. Similar flap. Inside, red leather with gold lattice on dotted ground.

SCRIPT. PAPER. Naskh within broad gold band. In margin, notes in black and 
red ink in very small thulth (giving collation with other manuscripts). F. the
Prophet’s names are accompanied by formulas in microscopic writing. Thin, biscuit- 
toned, polished paper.

SCRIBE. DATE. The Dalail al-khayrat is concluded by an elaborately worded colo
phon (f. gia) saying that the manuscript was copied at the instigation {baith hadhihi 
al-kitabati) of Mir Sayyid Darvish Muhammad, by 'Othman, known as Damad Ibrahim 
al-Aflf, on 9 Muharram 1199/22 November 1784. On f. g^a another colophon; ‘the 
reading and copying (of this manuscript) have been authorized by our master Sayyid 
Khalil al-Maghribl. My master Mir Darvish Muhammad, known as Shahsavar-zada, 
made me write it. Salih whose nom de plume is Marami’. The handwriting in the 
beginning and in the end of the manuscript is much the same but as the names of the 
scribes are different we have to admit that they were trained to write the same naskh 
hand.

MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. Four similar headpieces with coloured floral 
designs on gold ground within coloured border, outside which runs another border 
covering this and the following pages. F. ib a panel with blue design, first border red, 
second gold with floral design. F. 15^ 3- gold panel, first border blue, second gold. F. 
a panel in blue, red, &c., first border grey, second black. F. 94^^ a panel in gold with 
light blue, first border red, second blue and gold Flower design in margin of ff. \b-2a, 
\^b-\6a, gib-g2a, 94^-95^. F. a half-page floral panel gold and blue, a smaller blue 
panel at the end of f. loof^. All chapters separated by panels (gold and colour). Text 
within large bands of gold. Rosettes profusely used throughout.

Ff 13b and 14a panoramas of Adekka and Medina delicately executed in European
style, inside decorated gold frames.

461

BAHJAT AL-MANAZIL

AUTHOR. Al-Hajj Muhammad Adib-efendi b. Muhammad Darvish, judge at Candia, 
Crete.

TITLE. CONTENTS. Bahjat al-manaziU]oy oi the stages'. A full account of the 
authors pilgrimage between Rajab 1193/July 1779 and Rabf II 1194/April 1780. Before 
the text (ff ib-Sa) is a complete table of contents in the author's hand (stages in red).
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The account begins with general notions on the condition of pilgrimage (ff. gd-2^a). 

After leaving Constantinople (Scutari) the road runs over Kartal, Iznik (Nicsea), Soylit, 
Sldl-GhazI, Bulavadin, Aq-Shehir, Ilghin, Qoniya, Eregli, Ulu-qishla, Adana, Payas, 
Antiochia, Hama, Qatifa, to Damascus, which latter town is given a full description 
(ff. 43^-50^).

Thence over 'Ayn Zurqa, Balqa, Maan, Dhat al-hajj, Dar al-Hamra, ZlimrUd-qal asi, 
Wadi al-qurato Medina, which is described on ff 6^^ loja. The road to Mekka (ff. loja- 
iiid); rites and conditions of the hajj (ff. iiib-\24d)\ continuation of the road over 
Rabigh-Asfan-Wadl-Fatima (ff. I24a-i33<3;); description of Mekka and the Kaba 
(ff. i33<^); Mina (f 198^?); Muzdalifa (f 199^3:); Jabal Arafat (f 199^); return from Mekka 
(f 204^?); quotations from the Qor an on the pilgrimage (f 294^^); some legal points of 
the hajj in the form of queries and answers (ff 20^b-2i']a).

The original text ends on f 217^^ after which (in the author’s own hand) follows the 
Annex (dhayl): a table of the 265 days and 835 march hours necessary for a complete 
hajj (ff 2\']b-2\^b')\ a description of Jerusalem and its sanctuaries (ff. 219^-231^); the 
road from Damascus to Jerusalem (f 231^); some of the places of pilgrimage in Egypt 
(f 232^?); the road from Egypt to Mekka (f 233^).

SIZE. FOLIOS. 19-9 X 13 cm.; written surface 13-7 x 7 cm.; 19 lines; 235 folios.

BINDING. Red leather, gold 3-centre design and borders, flapped. Inside, paper.

SCRIPT. PAPER. Turkish nasta'llq within gold rules. Thin, deep-cream, polished 
paper.

SCRIBE. DATE. The last 17 pages were written by the author himself and concluded 
on 20 Dhul-qa'da 1204/31 August 1790.

PROVENANCE. The author’s seal on f 2igb (‘O, Lord, render easy the affairs of 
Muhammad Adlb ’).

MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. F. gb, a narrow headpiece of gold flowers on 
gold, in light-blue border, this and the opposite page having a broad gold rule to script. 
Miniatures: of Medina—light flaming up from Muhammad’s tomb (f 90^^), Mekka 
(f. 176^^), and Jerusalem (f 2\gci).> in ovals with coloured flower corner pieces on gold
ground.

462

DALATL AL-KHAYRAT

AUTHOR. Muhammad b. Sulayman al-Jazull (his name mentioned on f 146b).

TITLE CONTENTS. Dalail al-khayrat (in Arabic), same work as described under 
no. 459, &c. Introduction begins on f ia \ single sections of prayers: ff. 2\b, 56^^,
64a, 75a, 8otf, 97^, 9^, io8a, ii5«, i33«. f. 1441^. colophon; f. 145a, concluding
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prayer; ff. 1455-147a, an entry by a former possessor offering the merit which he has 
acquired, by reading the book, to the souls of the Prophet, of the author of the book, &c.

SIZE. FOLIOS. 18 X 12 cm.; written surface 10-4 x 5-3 cm.; 9 lines; 147 folios.

BINDING. Dark-red leather, flapped, with 3-centre design within two cord-and-line 
borders, gilt; inside, green paper, gold line borders. Wrapped in green silk.

SCRIPT. PAPER. Naskh within broad gold band and red line. Thin, firm, biscuit- 
toned, polished paper (ff. 60-65 with holes in lower margin). A few marginal notes.

SCRIBE. DATE. Ismatl Rushdl Mu'abbir-zada, a.h. 1207/A.D. 1792-3. Ff. i455-i47a 

in a later hand.

MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. Ff. \b-2a fully decorated in Turkish style; 
the right page contains a decorated headpiece with white script and 5 lines of black 
script; the left page, 9 lines of black script; both having two side-borders (coloured 
flowers on russet ground) and three-sided outer shaped borders, with corners of 
interlaced black and blue arabesque design on gold; on the sides, above and below, 
shapes of coloured flowers, with white and blue finials in gold margins. A second head- 
piece on f. 2\b. In each chapter the heading is in white on a panel of gold and colour 
and is usually accompanied in the margin by a star with finials. Ff. 14^-17^^ set out in 
small octagonal squares (black script and red between); f. 144^ colophon between two 
panels of flower designs.

Ff 20b and 2\a miniatures of Mekka and Medina in sketchy and rough Turkish 
style.

463

BOOK OF PRAYERS

AUTHOR. Probably arranged by the scribe Muhammad Amin (cf. no. 464).

TITLE. CONTENTS. A. Diia-yi jamil-i mubarak (f \b).
B. Dll a min ism al-azam (f A^d).
C. Qoranic verses (f 9^^) and separate suras {Ya-Sm, &c.) (ff. i4<^-73^).
D. Litanies to Muhammad in Arabic {salat) (ff. 74i^-86^).
E. Prayer to Muhammad in Turkish (f 86<^). - ^
F. Mystical 'seals' containing the names of God, Muhammad, Jafar al-sadiq, Ah ,

miniatures (ff. gob-qiSa).
G. Various prayers : ' Key of Paradiseon ‘ True belief {ft haqq aUman\ Ism al- 

dzam, Taiihtd (God's unity), to be recited in time of need, m grief, on New Years 
day, &c., partly in Arabic and partly in Turkish (ff. q^b-wqb).

F[. The Prophet's genealogy (f ii8<5»)
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I. The properties of the sura Yd-Sln (f. iK^b).
J. Colophon (f. 125).
K. A consoling prayer called Nur al-qulub composed by Jamal al-dln (£f. \2^a-\2%b').

SIZE. FOLIOS. 17x11 cm.; written surface 10-7 x 6 cm.; 9 lines ; 132 folios.

BINDING. Reddish-brown leather, flapped, with centre panel of lattice and five-star 
pattern, within stamped borders, all gilt. Inside, stamped turquoise paper.

SCRIPT. PAPER. Naskh, within broad and narrow gold band. Thin, deep biscuit- 
toned, polished paper (seven pages at end with no script).

SCRIBE. DATE. Muhammad Amin al-Rushdl, tabardar [cf p. 76, note i] of Old 
Saray, known as Hafiz al-Qor’an of Adrianople, disciple of Hajjl Muhammad of 
Kutahya, a.h. 1212/A.D. 1798.

MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. F. ib: Decorated headpiece with white script 
on a gold panel, above which there is another panel with flower motifs ; gold, pink, 
and turquoise borders; margins of this and opposite pages with gold flower and leaf 
designs. Ff. 14^-15^? are fully decorated with three-sided shaped borders (coloured 
floral design on alternate blue and green fields, on gold ground, with gold and blue 
finials); white script above and below in gold panels ; 6 lines of black script interlined 
with gold. F. 126a a page decorated in gold floral designs with gold script inside a 
crescent-shaped medallion. Chapter headings in narrow gold panels, with floral gold 
designs in the text below them. 102 marginal designs in gold and colour; rosettes 
small and large throughout.

F. 90^ : ‘ Gods seal' arranged in circles and rectangles containing the names of God. 
F. gia: Muhammad’s ‘ seal’ditto. Ff gib-g2a: Muhammad’s ‘ prophetic’ seals, the 
one shield-shaped, the other circular, containing a device

H.

Ff g2b-gia : Two tables describing Muhammad’s corporal appearance, arranged in 
squares with inscribed crescent-shaped medallions, all gold with traces of colour, in 
margin cypress-shaped gold designs. F. 93^^ • The seal of Ja far al-Sadiq, circular 
medallion with four smaller medallions in corners. F. 94^?: The 'ayn of 'All, arranged 
in the shape of a human eye (in Arabic ^ayn meaning both ‘an eye’ and ‘the letter 
^ayn). F. 94^^: A sketch panorama of the Ka'ba (gold and colour). F. g^a : Ditto of 
Jerusalem. F. g^b'. Muhammad’s tomb with light flaming up. F.g6a: The sanctuary 
of Medina. F. g6b: Muhammad’s banner, rosary, and toothpick. F.gja: The Prophet’s 
banners F gjb: Muhammad’s ‘ rose-tree ’, its silver leaves being inscribed with the 
names of his companions. F. 98^: The tree planted by Muhammad in the world beyond 
and bearing dates; the Tuba, tree of Paradise; the eight rectangles at top inscribed 
with the names of the ‘ Eight Paradises .

jlyZd ^ ^ 1)^
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BOOK OF PRAYERS

AUTHOR. Probably arranged by the scribe Muhammad Amin, cf. no. 463.

TITLE. CONTENTS. Identical with no. 463, only the Turkish prayer on ff. goNg^a 
not entirely coinciding with the text of ff. 86^-90^ of the other manuscript. The final 
prayer of no. 463 is also lacking.

SIZE. FOLIOS. 177 X 11*2 cm.; written surface 10-8x6.3 cm.; 9 lines; 131 folios.

BINDING. Maroon leather, flapped, with design of long leaf and flowers (symmetri
cally arranged) in two shades of gold, within 2 cord borders, gilt. Inside, red leather, 
with lattice-work panel and broad borders in gold; fly-leaf ditto. Gilt fore-edge. Green 
velvet case with tughra in silver threadwork.

SCRIPT. PAPER. Naskh within broad gold border. Thin, dark biscuit-toned, polished 
paper, the margins being gold-sprinkled (three pages at the end with no script).

SCRIBE. DATE. Muhammad Amin al-Rushdl, tahardar of Old Saray, known as 
Hafiz al-Qor an of Adrianople, disciple of al-Hajjl [sic] Mahmud al-Raji of Kutahya, 
A.H. 1213/A.D. 1798, cf. no. 463.

PROVENANCE. Tughra of Sultan 'Abdui-'AzIz (?) b. Mahmud (a.d. 1861-76) on the 
green case.
MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. The disposition of decoration is as in no. 463, 
but richer. F. m headpiece: The green title in a panel within another panel of flower 
design, white on gold. Ff. 14^-15^ • Two fully decorated pages with three-sided shaped 
borders in predominant gold. Chapter headings larger than m no. 463 and within 
coloured borders. 121 marginal designs (some double) m gold and colour; rosettes,
large and small, throughout. ,

Miniatures exactly as in no. 463 but more carefully executed and m bnghtCT colours.
F. 95«; Muhammad’s ‘ seal ’ is more elaborate, and f. io2« represents the Tuba tree 
alone.

465

DIVANS OF NUSRAT AND 'AZIZ

AUTHORS. This manuscript contains the works of two poets:
a Nusrat (ff. \b-\]b). His original divan of Turkish and Persian ghazals dispose 

in the order of rhymes begins on f. ^b. The preceding folios, forming a sort of intro-
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duction, are occupied by various poems in Arabic, Persian, and Turkish, chiefly in
teresting from autobiographical hints and references to contemporary events. F. 6^: 
An elegyon the death of the black slave-girl 'Anbar. F. 6^: A jesting chronogram on 
the conclusion of peace with Persia (a.h. ii6o/a.d. i747)- F- 7^- Chronogram on the 
coming of some ‘usurpers' (zorbayan) to Damascus (a.h. ii6i/a.d. 1748)- F. "]b\ Ditto 
on the arrival of Mehmed-agha in Syria on pilgrimage. F. Sa: Ditto on the recovery 
of Sultan Mahmud I (a.h. 1167/A.D. 1753); ditto on the accession of Sultan 'Othman III 
(a.h. 1168/A.D. 1754). F. 8^: ditto on the accession of Sultan Mustafa (real date a.h. 
1171/A.D. 1757); ditto on the death of Rajal-efendi (a.h. 1216/A.D. 1801 must be a mis
take). The ghazals are followed by qita'at, a Persian takhmls (on Omar ibn-Farid s 
poem), a tarji-band and a story (hikdyaf).

b. ^Az\z\ whose qasldas occupy ff. /\Sb-^2b, and ghazals ff. S^b-g/[b. The former open 
with a summer poem (tammiiziyd) dedicated to Raghib-pasha; many panegyrics are 
addressed to the Sultans 'Othman III (on his accession in a.h. ii68/a.d. 1754, f. 64^), 
Mustafa III (a.h. 1171-87/A.D. 1757-73), ff- 67^^, &c., 'Abd ul-Hamid I (a.h. 1187- 
1203/A.D. 1773-89), ff. 53<^, 57^^, 76(5, &c. A Persian qasida f. 54^ is inscribed to Sharif- 
efendi, son of As'ad-efendi, &c.

SIZE. FOLIOS. 24-6x13.3 cm.; written surface 15-6x6-7 cm.; two columns of 
23 lines; 95 folios.

BINDING. Green leather with centre panel of pink silk, 3 cord borders, gilt. Inside, 
pink marbled paper; fly-leaf, similar paper.

SCRIPT. PAPER. Nasta'llq, within gold rules. Thin, ivory, polished paper.

SCRIBE. DATE. Ahmad Hamid, known as . . . -zade, middle of Shawal 1223/begin
ning of December 1808.

MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. The text opens with a decorated headpiece of 
Turkish floral type, gold and blue. This and the opposite page have gold leaves on 
either side of script and between columns; the text is within a broad gold border; 
similar headpieces and border on ff. 9^, 49^, 83^. The rest of the text is within a thinner
gold border, finely drawn.

466

MEDICAL NOTES (BINDING)

^ jj'j'BfQE The name of a Dr. Khayrullah figures under several prescriptions (ff. 80, 
81, 85, 90(5, See.).
TITLE CONTENTS A note-book (in Arabic, Turkish, and Latin) of a physician 
who refers to volumes i and ii of some work of his (contents of vol. i are given on f 8a).
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He was interested in the theoretical foundations of medicine, such as the action and 
reaction of bodies, the transmission of humid and congealed substances,&c., and evidently 
was an adherent of the ancient Greek and Arabic methods (f. 4a quotation from Avi
cenna). Ff. iod-6y: Prescriptions, composition of drugs. Ff. 79-92: Prescriptions in 
faulty Latin. At the beginning and end various entries (on hot wind causing heart- 
disease, books lent to a friend, &c.).

SIZE. FOLIOS. 32-6 X 167 cm.; written surface variable; 96 folios (many blank).

BINDING. Dark red-brown leather, 3-centre and corner pieces of grey leather, 
gilt design, 3 gilt cord borders. Inside, silver-sprinkled pale-blue paper.

SCRIPT. PAPER. Modern, hurried, ugly hand. Firm, cream, polished, laid paper, 
watermark.

SCRIBE. DATE. Beginning of the 19th century (?).

MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. Rough drawings of a hand lifting a weight 
(f ib\ &c.

BEGINNING.

467

ALBUM OF EXTRACTS

i l»^

AUTHORS. See below.

TITLE. CONTENTS. A collection of disconnected Persian and Turkish texts.
F. 2b. Notes on Music.
F. 3<^. Jamfs mystical treatise Lawaih.
F. 6. Quotations from Ruhl (of Hamadan ?), Shaykh Faydl (d. a.d. 1595), Nizami 

(opening chapter of Makhzan al-asrar), stories about the mystics Junayd-i Baghdadi
and Dhul-Nun-i MisrI.

F. 7. On friendship. Moral exhortations.
F. 8. Enumeration of virtues, &c. in groups of threes and fours, in Arabic with an 

interlinear Persian translation.
F. 9-12. Various stories.
F. 13. On degrees of attachment.
F. 14. Quotations from Sa'di and from Shaykh Baha al-din 'AmiLs Kashkul.
Ff. \(^b-2ia. Fudulls Turkish mathnavl Bang-tt-bada, ‘ Hashish and Wine'.

SIZE. FOLIOS. 23 X 13-5 cm.; written surface 18 x 10 cm.; script at various angles, in 
one to five columns; 23 folios; several pages blank or only partly covered with script.
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BINDING. Lacquer binding, central panel of dark olive-green, marbled design out
lined in gold dots, within two narrow black and gold borders, the two enclosing 
orange-gold medallions on dark-green ground. Inside, red lacquer with gold leaf and 
line border.

SCRIPT. PAPER. Elegant Persian shikasta written in compartments of different 
shapes; f. 8 Arabic text in naskh. Very thin, transparent, biscuit-toned paper.

SCRIBE. DATE. Binding dated a.h. 1259/A.D. 1843 with a dedication in gold script 
expressing the wish that the book ‘may find refuge under the glory of Rajab 'A1t'(?).

MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. All pages have gold and blue rules; elaborate 
compartments; gold written surface gold-sprinkled. Some titles are in red ink.

468

DALATL AL-KHAYRAT

AUTHOR. Muhammad b. Sulayman al-Jazull.

TITLE. CONTENTS. Dalail al-khayrat (in Arabic), the same work as that described 
under no. 459. The Introduction begins f. 2a, single sections of prayers on ff. 24/^, 
29^?, 30(3:, 34<3!, 38^, 44/^, 47(3!, 56^^, 57^, 62^, 66(3!, 75^^, %Qa. Colophon on f 82a.

SIZE. EOLIOS. 18-4 X 11*3 cm.; written surface 9-7 x 5-3 cm.; 13 lines; 82 folios 
(several folios loose).

BINDING. Black leather, flapped, centre panel of geometric leaf design and borders, 
gilt. Inside, stamped cream paper.

SCRIPT. PAPER. Naskh, within gold band; colophon in thulth; some marginal notes. 
Very thin, deep biscuit-toned, polished paper.

SCRIBE. DATE. Sa3ryid Muhammad 3adiq al-Kharputl, disciple of 'Abdullah Zuhdl 
al-Tamlml, a.h. i276/A.d. 1859.

MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. F. \a, decorated page (gold ground) of which 
the top is occupied by the title in a design of gay flowers in sprays; the lower part 
forms interlining for text; f. 2a, similar gold interlining; f a headpiece similar 
to f. ib\ headings of chapters in white with narrow panels (gold and colour); marginal 
corner piece decorations, &c.: ff. 8(5, \2a, i^b, 24^?, 24^, loa, 38(5, 47^, 56(5, 66^, 75(5, 
and 82^? (scrolls of gay flowers, &c.); rosettes in text throughout; ff. 8^-11(5, larger 
rosettes with benedictions inscribed.

Ff. 12(5 and i^a two sketchy miniatures of Mekka and Medina, oval, with corner pieces 
of flowers on gold ground.
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IJAZA (‘DIPLOMA’)

BEGINNING (after basmala), 41 aj-l

AUTHOR. Murtada b. Muhammad al-'Arif al-Hafiz b. All Murtada, born in the 
Morea (Mura) and domiciled in Constantinople.

TITLE. CONTENTS. This little book, written in Arabic, has no title. After a short 
introduction on the utility of knowledge (ff. 1^-3^?^), the author says that his pupil Sayyid 
All Fu ad b. Sayyid Muhammad alAmln of Constantinople asked him for a diploma 
or licence (ijazd) to teach Islamic sciences; the request has been granted and the author 
gives the chain of tradition of which he is the repository. His teacher (f. ^b) was Nu'man 
b. Muhammad b. Ibrahim alAkhiskhawi (i.e. of Akhal-tsikhe in Transcaucasia) who had 
his ijaza from Muhammad Asad, called Imam-zada. The spiritual genealogy goes up 
to [All b. Abl Bakr] Burhan al-dln, author of the Hidaya [d. a.h. 593/A.D. 1197] (f. 9^?) 
and, through him, to All b. Abl Talib, the Prophet’s cousin. Quite particularly is 
mentioned the authority of Muhammad Hibatullah b. Muhammad Tajl, known as Mufti 
of Ba'labakk (f io<^).

In the second part the author quotes the isndd of a saying of the Prophet, and adds 
that between him and the famous collector of traditions al-Bukharl, there are 14 inter
mediaries (f. 120).

The end of the book consists of quotations from the traditions, and of admonitions to 
seekers of knowledge.

SIZE. EOLIOS. 17.5 X 12 cm.; written surface 10.5 x 5-8 cm.; i j lines; 20 folios (the 
two last blank.)

BINDING. Green leather, flapped, with flower and leaf design in two shades of gold 
(symmetrically arranged), stamped line and leaf borders, gilt. Inside, gold trailing rose 
pattern on white paper.

SCRIPT. PAPER. Good modern Turkish naskh, within broad gold rules. A marginal 
note in f. i^b. Colophon, in the author’s own hand. Thin, biscuit-toned, polished paper.

SCRIBE. DATE. The scribe is unnamed. The colophon is in the hand of the author, 
evidently an old man: Murtada b. Muhammad b. Murtad^ on Friday, following the 
night of (the Prophet’s) nocturnal journey {Layl al-isrd) in Rajab 1300/May 1883. Seal: 
Abduhu Murtadd 1281/1864.
MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. F. ib—2. decorated headpiece with red medal
lion inside; floral design on gold ground (two shades); blue finials; the whole within 
cord; gold interlining (in two shades) on f[. ib and 2a. Large gold borders and rosettes 
throughout. Beginnings of sentences in red. Colophon between two gold bands (two 
shades) similar to f. ib.
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KANZ AL-HAQQ AL-MUBlN

BEGINNING (ziiQr basmald). ^

AUTHOR. 'Abd al-Ghanl b. Ismail b. [sic] al-NablusI al-Hanafl (a.h. 1050-1143/A.D. 
1641-1731, see Brockelmann, GAL, ii, 345, no. 66).

TITLE. CONTENTS. Kanz al~Haqq al-mubin ft ahadith sayyid aErmrsalin, ‘ Treasure 
of Uncontrovertible Truth (contained) in the traditions of the Lord of the Prophets'. 
In his Introduction the author says that he used Shaykh 'Abd al-Rauf al-Munawl 
al-Misrl al-Shafi'fs Kunilz al-haqaiq fl hadith khayr al-khalaiq containing 10,000 tradi
tions arranged in ten chapters (this author lived a.h. 952-1031/A.D. 1543-1622, cf. 
Brockelmann, GAL, ii, 306). He eliminated the repetitions and selected 3,880 tradi
tions while preserving the alphabetic arrangement and the system of references to the 
original sources of which he gives a list (in red ink) saying that additional references 
are quoted in full.

The text begins on f. '^b (letter alif^ and runs down to f. \o^b in alphabetic order, 
each chapter being followed by an appendix entitled i.e. containing the words
beginning with the article ai.

The conclusion (f. 106^7) gives the date of Nablusl's work: 21 Muharram 1097/18 
December 1685.
SIZE. EOLIOS. 22x13-3 cm.; written surface 14-6 x 7-7 cm.; 15 lines; no folios (3 last 
blank).
BINDING. Maroon leather, flapped, with lattice leaves and dots within two stamped 
borders (in two different shades), all gilt. Inside, green paper, with centre flower and 
line borders in gold. Similar slip-case.
SCRIPT. PAPER. Bold naskh, within broad gold rules. Colophon in thidth. Thin, 
dark biscuit-toned, polished paper.
SCRIBE. DATE. Yahya Hilml, calligrapher to Sultan 'Abdul-Hamid, in 1307/1889.

PROVENANCE. Copied for the Field Marshal {niushzr) 'All Sa ib-pasha.

MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. F. \b\ Decorated headpiece of gold flowers 
on gold and blue grounds, within green lattice border, &c. In centre, small gold medal
lion left blank, surrounded by design in black, red, and light-green. Chapter headings 
in red script inside panels with flower design on gold ground, some panels all gilt 
without script. At end, a larger panel with double border, inside, a bunch of gay 
flowers. Rosettes, small and larger, throughout, sometimes accompanied by a floral
design.
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BEGINNING.

471

DiVAN OF RATIB
ctWJb I

AUTHOR. It is explained in the Preface (f. ib) that Ratib is the nom deplume of the 
vazTr Ratib Ahmad-pasha, son of the Grand Vazir 'Othman-pasha the Lame {araj\ 
i.e. of Topal'Othman-pasha, the famous opponent of Nadir Shah. After having been 
promoted Qapudan (admiral) and appointed governor of the Morea, Ratib Ahmad- 
pasha died in a.h. 1175/A.D. 1764, at the early age of 40. He was a pupil of Aq-ovali 
Khatam-efendi of Yeni-shehir, knew Arabic, Persian, and Turkish, and was a calligrapher 
in several hands. According to a similar notice in Saml-bey s Qdmus, iii, 2232, Ratib 
Ahmad-pasha was appointed Admiral in 1156/1743 (?) and married a princess of the 
SultaYs house. From the poet’s dlvdnche SamT-bey quotes a verse which is found on 
f. 62^ of the present copy.

TITLE. CONTENTS. F. 2b-\^a are occupied by preliminary matter: praises to God, 
variations (takhmls) on poems of such authors as Nadlm, Nahlfl, Nabl, Thabit, Aq-ovali 
Khatam-efendi, Raslma, Sami, Mevlevi Faslh, BaqI, VahbT, and Rashid.

The ghazals of the divan proper (ff. 15^-65^?) are followed by specimens of other 
poetical forms:

sharqiydt (songs);
chronograms for the years a.h. 1146/A.D. 1733? ii6o/a.d. i747? ?
riddles;
muqtadt.

SIZE. FOLIOS. 26 X 15-5 cm.; written surface 15 x 7.3 cm.; about 21 lines; 88 folios 
(last 7 blank).

BINDING. Brown leather. Centre piece and four corners in delicate design in brown 
deeply sunk on gold ground; border of double cord in two different golds; similar 
flap; inside, white watered paper.

SCRIPT. PAPER. Nasta'llq. Polished biscuit and greenish paper within gold rules, 
mounted on broad margins of marbled paper of unusually bold designs.

SCRIBE. DATE. Sayyid Muhammad Burhan al-dln b. Shaykh Sulayman al-Husaynl, 
al-Balkhi, al-QunduzI (in Northern Afghanistan), finished on 20 Safar 1308/25 September 
1890.

MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. The text is divided into two columns by a 
double gold rule. Headings in red ink.
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472

GHARlB-NAMA BY 'ASHIQ-PASHA

BEGINNING. ^ ^ >x^

AUTHOR. 'Air ibn Mukhlis ibn Shaykh Ilyas, surnamed 'Ashiq-pasha, the oldest 
Ottoman poet, a.h. 670-733/A.D. 1271-1332. The Ghanb-nama was finished in a.h. 730/ 
a.d. 1329. The author aimed especially at explaining in Turkish the ideas of Sufism, 
see Rieu, AC, p. 161; Gibb, HOP, i. 176-200; vi. 8-16; Giese in El.

TITLE. CONTENTS. Gharlb-nama ‘The Book of the Stranger', i.e. of an exile in 
this world. The original consists of a short Persian Preface (absent in the present 
copy) and of 10 parts (bab'), each containing 10 legends (dastan), these again each 
consisting of an exposition of the subject followed by an appropriate homily. Part I 
consists of subjects associated in some way with the number one. Part II with those 
associated with the number two, and so on.

The present manuscript is incomplete and has been wrongly bound. Apparently 
the text was left unfinished (f. 168^). It begins with a Preface in Turkish ending with 
the brief contents of the ten Parts (ff. i-4b). Then the sections come in the following 
order:

F. 4b \ Part I, legend i F. 87^3:: Part IV, legend 3
F. 16^: Part IX, legend i F. 91^: Part IV, legend 4
F. 2(^b\ Part IX, legend 9 F. g6a\ Part VI, legend 3
F. 39<5: Part IX, legend 10 F. g'^a: Part VI, legend 5
F. 47^: Part VII, legend i F. loib: Part IX, legend 9
F. 54<^: Part VIII, legend 4 F. loga: Part IX, legend 16
F. 64<^: Part VI, legend i F. ii3<^: Part VI, legend 6
F. 67^?: Part VI, legend 2 F. i20<3:: Part VI, legend 9
F. "joa: Part III, legend 3 F. 126^: Part VII, legend 9
F. "]2a\ Part III, legend 9 F. 136^3:: Part IX, legend 7
F. 74<^: Part III, legend 3 F. i39<^: Part VII, legend 7
F. 78^: Part IV, legend i F. i45<^: Part VII, legend 8
F. ^2b\ Part IV, legend 2 F. 152^?: Part VII, legend 9

SIZE. EOLIOS. 34-2 x 24-5 cm.; written surface 26 x 17.7 cm.; ii lines; 168 folios.

SCRIPT. PAPER. Bold, large naskh, fully vocalized. Cream toned, strong polished 
paper.
BINDING. Modern, brown leather back, brown cloth. Inside, yellow paper.



no GHARIB-NAMA BY 'ASHlQ-PASHA
SCRIBE. DATE. Circa 1400.

ILLUMINATION. F. \a. The original rectangular head-piece of volume i, blue, red, 
and gold with two lines of faded white lettering: ‘The first part of the
Gharib-ndma composed by 'Ashiq-pashah [sic].’ Golden rosettes on first two pages. 
Text within blue and double red-line border. Titles (mostly Arabic) in red.

473
KITAB AL-'ARUD BY 'ABDULLAH-MUNSHi

BEGINNING.
w

dO)' <-.>jia 4)

oAjJ

AUTHOR. 'Abdullah-munshi of the (Turcoman) clan Duvirgi (cf the Duberge sept 
of the Goklan in Turkmenistan). The poet is a judge by profession and seems to be 
a modest but disgruntled man not lacking in humour. F (^a\

3jr:^

^ 4JpeC’ ciL< \

Ju.C’ 4L.c-.--l J^l

• » f

““ “I-?* ^}J}

jioi-jy 4L|_iu
Ml f f -

b AjsL^ ^ 1 ^

lT'^ y^.

f f
4Li-l>^ Jjl

L—Lb ^ 3^

iSj. y (3^

Abdullah-munshT moves very freely in Turkish verse and uses a great variety of 
Turkish forms. A few Arabic and Persian verses are also found in the text (f. ya):

,'jSi\ j y:^'‘ JJif-
jl xt\)^ ^ % 3.^ 3^ ^

Despite the dry didactic purpose of the poem it merits full attention on account of its
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KITAB AL-'ARUD BY 'ABDULLAH MUNSHi III

early date, its archaic forms, and its skilful literary qualities. It is an interesting sample 
of Turkish literature which flourished at the court of the Mamluk Sultans of Egypt.

The poet says that he completed his work in a.h. 849/A.D. 1445 and that it took him 
ten days. F. ^a\

TITLE. CONTENTS. Kitdb al-arud ‘Book of Metrics'.
F. id. Introduction describing God’s wonders in terms of Prosody.
F. 2b. The reason for the composition of the book.
F. The author speaks of himself.
F. 7<5. Technical terms.
F. Za. On feet of which verses consist.
F. 9<7. Defects {ilaf) of verses.
F. ii^. On the sixteen metres.
F. I'^b. Explanation of the Six Circles illustrating the metres.
Ff. i/\a-i(ib. The Six Circles.

SIZE. EOLIOS. 227 X i6-8 cm.; written surface 16-5 x 12.3 cm.; 2 columns of 3 lines; 
16 folios.

BINDING. None. Now preserved in an old brown leather binding with gold designs.

SCRIPT. PAPER. Very careful and clear naskh vocalized throughout, ink touched 
by dampness. Thin biscuit-toned polished paper, margins stained.

SCRIBE. DATE. Copied sometime between a.h. 872 and 885/a.d. 1468-80. 

PROVENANCE. ^

bjAi p b—'I,
‘For the library of the residence, most noble, generous, exalted, masterly, Great- 

Amlrian, Sayfian from Yasbek(?) Mahdl, amir, ink-stand holder, master (ttsta) of the 
exalted court, councillor of the Islamic State (belonging to) Malik Ashraf Qayit-bay, 
let his victory be exalted.’ This dedication indirectly referring to the titles of the dedi
catee shows that the manuscript was presented to the Sultan of Egypt al-Ashraf Sayf 
al-din Qa’it-bay, who ruled a.h. 872-901 /a.d. 1468-96, by his mamluk Yasbek Mahdl, 
holding the rank of davat-dar. This prince was killed in the battle with the Aq-qoyunlu 
amirs at Ruha in Ramadan 885/November 1480.

ILLUMINATION. ¥.ia. A sarlauh of 5 lines of gold script within 8-lobed medallion, 
above and below which are added rectangular panels also with golden lettering; the 
whole composition is in green, blue, and gold borders; two blue fleurons. F. ib has a 
similarly decorated head-piece with bctsiucilci in red gold, on gold arabesque ground, 
surmounted by a blue and gold panel. Ff 14-16 have six double circles illustrating 
various metres. Headings and technical terms in text written in gold.
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NAFAHAT AL-UNS (in Persian)

AUTHOR. ‘Abd al-Rahman Jami (a.h. 817-898/A.D. 1414-1492), see Browne, LHP, 
iii, 507-48.

TITLE. CONTENTS. Nafahat al-uns min hadarat al-Quds Biographies
of over six hundred great sufls, with an introduction on the dogmas of sufism. Completed 
A.H. 883/A.D. 1478. The text was published by Nassau Lees, Calcutta 1859. 
present manuscript the text (ff. ib-^^od) is followed by a valuable Appendix (takmild),
ff- 35o5-377«. beginning: Jp^yi dlUl Lj. The
authors name is not mentioned but from the MSS. Br. Mus. Or. 218 and Add. 26292 
it is clear that this Appendix emanates from the pen of Jamfs eminent pupil 'Abd al- 
Ghafur Lari who also wrote a commentary on the Nafahat, see Rieu, PC, p. 350^. The 
author says that for a long time ‘ he had rubbed the face of sincerity on the threshold 
of Jaml's greatness’ and was present at his master’s death-bed. The Appendix gives 
a personal account of Jaml’s habits, sayings, friends, &c., as well as a detailed list of his 
writings (f.

SIZE. EOLIOS. 30*6 X 19 cm.; written surface 177 x 9.3 cm.; 17 lines; 377 folios.

BINDING. Black leather, sunk 3-centre and corner pieces, gilt. Inside, brown-red 
leather, 3-centre and corners of gilt tracery over blue, green, orange, brown, and black.

SCRIPT. PAPER. Nasta'llq, within gold and blue rules. Firm, deep ivory-toned 
polished paper; first two and last pages patched.

SCRIBE. DATE. The text of the Nafahatv^^s transcribed in Shavval 1003/June 1595 
(f. 350^) and that of the Appendix in Dhul-qa'da 1003/July 1595 (f. 377^^).

PROVENANCE. Ff. \a and \b\ seal of Ibrahim bearing the date of a.h. 1207/ 
A.D. 1792 and confirmed by the signature of a Turk: Hajjl Ibrahim Abu-Bakr-zade, 
A.H. 1208/A.D. 1793.

MINIATURES. ILLUMINATION. Opens with decorated headpiece (blank gold 
panel) in gold, blue, black, &c.; similar headpiece on f. z^ob.; small titles in red ink.

Nine miniatures of which 5 (marked with *) have been mounted. The style of the 
miniatures shows none of the characteristics of the style of Shah 'Abbas I’s time, which 
fact favours the idea that the painter lived either in a remote eastern province, or in 
Turkey (?).

*F. /\2a. A young Christian accepts Islam in the presence of Junayd Baghdadi who 
is seated on a chair. Behind him is seen SirrI Saqatl (in blue), other persons in the 
assembly being Harith Muhasibi, Ja'far Haddad, Muhammad Qassab, 5cc.

*F. 79<^. The martyrdom of Mansur al-Hallaj.

1
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F. ii6^?. Abu-Adyan walks on live coals to convince a Zoroastrian of God’s power 

over the elements.
*F. 177^. After an illness, Yahya b. 'Ammar Nishapurl explains from his chair that 

he will have a successor, similarly to the Prophet who was succeeded by the four 
Caliphs. The latter are shown on the miniature. 'All, with Hasan and Husayn, is seen 
in the lower left-hand corner.

*F. 2\<^b. A picture meant to illustrate the story of Shaykh 'Ubaydullah and his two 
young murids: a shaykh is sitting in a cave, while a youth reads a book under a tree, 
and another stands behind the tree. A goatherd with his goats in the foreground.

F. 226^. Shaykh Najm al-dln Kubra defends Khwarazm against the Mongols.
^F. 248^. The dancing dervishes of the Mevlevi order founded by Jalal al-dln Rtiml, 

the onlookers being dressed in Ottoman Turkish attire.
F. 276^^. Shaykh Muhyl al-din al-Jllanl, having had a vision of the pilgrims at 

'Arafat, asks his mother to let him go to Baghdad for his studies.
F. 302^. Shaykh Muhyl al-dln I bn al-'Arabi pours live coals into a philosopher s lap 

to show him that God may deprive them of their burning properties.

475
NAMES OF GOD, ETC.

TITLE. CONTENTS. Asniatt Allahi tdala. Names of God and pious invocations 
(ff. ib-^a). Names of Muhammad (ff. ^b-iia). Prayers to be recited on each day of the 
week (ff. iib-i^b). Bodily characteristics of the Prophet (f. 15). In Arabic, with inter
linear explanations in Turkish.
SIZE. EOLIOS. 12x17 cm.; written surface 6 x 9.5 cm.; 5 lines; 16 folios.

BINDING. Dark purple polished leather. In centre, gold medallion with pendants, 
and broad narrow gold borders. Inside, shiny green printed paper with gold flower, 
&c., pattern.
SCRIPT. PAPER. Thin large naskh within gold rules. Firm polished paper of 
various colours, cream, blue-green, buff-olive, gold-sprinkled.
SCRIBE. DATE. On the fly-leaf in modern writing: ‘from the early days of the 
Shaykh.’ Circa a.d. 1500.
PROVENANCE. Dedicated to ‘Sultan Muhammad son of Bayazld-khan’. The 
arrangement of the script suggests that ‘ M^uhammad should precede Bayazid . There 
was, however, no reigning sultan ‘ M^uhammad ibn Bayazid . Therefore apparently 
Sultan Muhammad was only a royal prince, whose title Sultan is inferior to the title 
Khan given to his father. Moreover, a text of such an elementary nature as this would 
be better suited to some young prince. In all probability it was dedicated to a son of 
Sultan Bayazid II (a.h. 886-918/A.D. 1481-1512). The manuscript does not look earlier
than the i6th century.

Q
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NAMES OF GOD, ETC.
is decorated with a central square which has four blue

114
ILLUMINATIONS. F 
corner-pieces and contains cabbalistic numbers divided into sixteen squares: top and 
bottom—two panels of gold script: ‘this is the true meaning of Gods words/ F. \b\ 
decorated head-piece with script on gold panel on blue ground with floral designs. 
Similar head-piece on f ^b. Simpler head-pieces on ff. iib-i/^b. The names of God and 
the Prophet in small squares with gold rulings. F. i6b has a lobed medallion, blue with 
gold border bearing the name of Sultan Muhammad ibn Sultan Bayazld khan, regu
larly inscribed on the right, and on the left written in reverse, so as to form a sym
metrical pattern.

476

MATHNAVl-YI MA'NAVl
AUTHOR. Jalal al-dln RumI (d. a.h. 672/A.D. 1273).

TITLE. CONTENTS. Mathnavi-yi nia^mvt, the famous Persian mystical poem. 
Text with some old variants :

...

^aJI*

Books begin: I—f ^a\ II—f. 51^^; III—f. 94<^; IV—f. 152^; V—f 195^^; VI f 249^^. 
F. 306^: a poem by Sultan Valad, son of Jalal al-dln:

^aIIj ij^

SIZE. EOLIOS. 18 X 12 cm.; written surface 13 x 8 cm.; in 4 columns; 23 lines; 308 
folios.
BINDING. Red leather, centre panel of black velvet with heavy white silk embroidery 

I within an oval border of twisted silver embroidered thread. Inside, pink 
paper with gold line lattice work. The manuscript is enclosed in a white silk case, 
embroidered in colours with floral and other patterns, and with dark cord borders and 
holder. On the flap is an inscription in red : Ya Hadrat Maulana.

SCRIPT. PAPER. Very small naskh. Firm thin paper.

SCRIBE. DATE. 'Ubayd b. Khidr al-MaulavI. a.h. 936/A.D. 1529-30. 

PROVENANCE. On f. 2a a seal in the shape of a Maulavi bonnet with a turban.

‘ The servant [sic] of this honourable Mathnavi, the least of the dervishes Shaykh 
Muhammad Said al-Maulavl', which suggests that the manuscript was connected with
some Maulavi centre.
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ILLUMINATION. Opens with two large black circles on entirely gilt pages; inside 
the circles are stars with the name of Allah inscribed in the centre. First two pages 
of each Book are richly decorated, having blue headings with delicate gold designs, and 
borders filled with varied floral and geometrical ornament, containing a considerable 
amount of red, on gold and light-blue ground. The margins throughout are entirely 
gilt, with gold cloud forms in the text. Each Book is followed by a page or more of
unusual black, gold, and colour designs: £f. I ; ff. 93<^-94a and 151^-
i^2a faint floral motifs in gold ; ff. 193(^-194^ : two black oval panels with floral designs 
in gold; ff. 246a-247<^: floral designs in gold and pink; f. 308: designs in faint gold 
flowers; f. oval panel left in blank. The ornament throughout is wholly Turkish
in character.

477
A SPECIMEN OF FAKHRl’S ‘DECOUPE’ SCRIPT

(A) Recto
CONTENTS, Quotations from the Qoran, xvii. 84; i; Ixiv. 51 (in Arabic).

SIZE. 18-2 X 8-5 cm.; written surface 16-5 x 6-5 cm.; 7 lines of text.

BINDING. Mounted in card-case and glass.

SCRIPT. PAPER. Naskh. Cut in letters of cream-toned paper mounted on dull 
brownish ground.

SCRIBE. DATE. Signed: al-abd al-aqall Eakhri, see above, no. 415.

ILLUMINATIONS. Gold dots in text. Ruled gold border. Thin outer border gold- 
sprinkled.

(B) Verso
A cul-de-lampe in gold and blue (7x5 cm.) in the form of a medallion, with floral 

designs and blue finials. The central panel bears the inscription (in white) according 
to which the manuscript (to which it belonged) was destined for the library of the royal 
prince {shah-zada-yi ^alamiyan) Abul-lzz Yusuf Bahadur khan. At top and bottom, 
traces of a Turkish poem in nastalTq. i6th century?

478

A SPECIMEN OF ‘ DECOUPE ’ SCRIPT
CONTENTS. Twelve lines in Persian prose from a story of the sages who at Anu- 
shlrvan’s request committed their sayings to writing.



ii6 A SPECIMEN OF ^DfiCOUP^^ SCRIPT
BEGINNING.

Recto: ^

Verso: jA) jlXj ji ^ jT
SIZE. 23 X 15.4 cm.; written surface, recto: 14-3 x 7.5 cm.; verso: 14-5 x 7.8 cm. 

BINDING. Mounted in card-case and glass.
SCRIPT. PAPER. Persian nasta'llq. Cut-out letters in white paper (verso, lines in 
white and gold alternately) mounted on dull green and (verso) brown, ground.

SCRIBE. No signature. Possibly Fakhrl (see nos. 415 and 477), or an artist of his 
school.
ILLUMINATIONS. Rosettes between the sentences. Text within lined border, green, 
gold, and blue. Outer margin of gold-sprinkled paper.

479
MANAFF AL-NAS BY NIDAT

BEGINNING. IJcSl ^ IC j 4 JU ^

AUTHOR. On f. io8<^ the author Nada’i tells his life-story. On one of his journeys he 
became a teacher to the ‘ former Khan of Crimea' Sahib-Girey (a.h. 938-58/A.D. 1532-51). 
Apparently under his successor Devlet-Girey (a.d. i55i-74)> he was sent on a mission 
to Sultan SelTm II (a.h. 974-83/A.D. 1566-74). During his absence the courtiers calum
niated him and on his return he was imprisoned in a dark cell (^qara-zindan) in Kafa 
(Theodosia). He spent seven years in prison and wrote twenty-two books on Sufism. 
Some high protector {httbib-i ukvajfi) obtained his release. A centenarian descendant 
of the Prophet imparted to him all his experience in medicine. The author completed 
the account by his readings and as a result wrote this book.

TITLE. CONTENTS. Manafl al-nas ‘On what is useful to Men'.
F. la. An ode to Sultan Selim II dated a.h. 974/A.D. 1566 (incomplete at the

beginning).
F. \b. Introduction on Medicine. In view of the scarcity of doctors, except those 

attached to the court, the author has decided to write a vade-mecum in ‘clear Turkish' 
consisting of sixty chapters.

1. Man's constitution.
2. The four seasons of the year.
3. The limbs.
4. The mixture of humours.
5. How men came into being.
6. Temperaments.
7. The Pulse.
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8. Retorts.
9. Diseases affecting the head; 10. the face; ii. the nose; 12. the ears; 13. the 

mouth; 14. the teeth; 15. the eyes.
16. Leprosy {paras).
17. Scrofula {temregii).
18. Mange {jerb).
19. Scabies {Fireng uyuzi) (see below, p. 121).
20. Elephantiasis {judham).
21. Piles {mayasil).
22. Varicose veins the word uncertain).
23. Wounds.
24. Blood-letting.
25. Circumcision.
26. Epilepsy.
27. Pains in the spleen
28. Warts (jX--).
29. Flatulence.
30. Retention of urine.
31. Gout.
32. Asthma.
33. Haemorrhoids
34. Trembling of the extremities.
35. Jaundice {yaraqdn).
36. Children’s diseases.
37. Women’s diseases.
38. Enemas.
39. Suppositories.
40. Burns.
41. Cataplasms.
42. Ointments.
43. Preparation of various oils.
44. Potions.
45. Digestives.
46. Impotence.
47. Sexual intercourse.
48. Useful foods.
49. Graduation of foods.
50. U tility of vegetables; 5^- 52- birds, 53- minerals and stones.
54. Simples, in alphabetical order (explained in Arabic and Persian).
55. Astringents.
56. Laxatives.
57. Electuaries.
58. Opiates.
59. Useful theriaca.
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6o. The cause of the composition of the book (f io8<^).

F. i09<^. A poem by the author Nada’I on the duties of a doctor.

SIZE. FOLIOS. 19 X 13 cm.; written surface 15-5 x ii cm.; 17 lines; iii folios.

SCRIPT. PAPER. Nastallq in a poor elderly hand. First 9 folios added later in 
modern hand. Paper coarse, cream-toned. Many folios stained or repaired.

BINDING. Boards covered with green paper; flap.

SCRIBE. DATE. Possibly the authors autograph (except for the first nine folios), 
i6th century a.d.

PROVENANCE. After text, prayers, quotations, and prescriptions by a later possessor. 
One of the prescriptions is said to have been sent ‘by the late Murad pasha' to a 
Shaykh al-Islam.
ILLUMINATION. Headings and quotations in red ink. Text in a red-lined border.

480
TWO MEDICAL TREATISES

(A) Kitab-i Sultaniya

BEGINNING (after basmala).

AUTHOR. According to the former owner s label, Hajjl-pasha (?).

TITLE. CONTENTS. Kitab-i siiltaniya on dietetics, in fourteen chapters with five 
additional chapters.

F. '^b. Chapter i on food.
F. 10^. Chapter ii on various kinds of waters.
F. 12a. Chapter iii on exercise (harakaf) and rest.
F. \/^a. Chapter iv on preserving the eyes and on collyriums.
F. lAfi. Chapter v on preserving the ears.
F. Chapter vi on sleep.
F. isb. Chapter vii on vomiting.
F. iSa. Chapter viii on diarrhoea and constipation.
F. igb. Chapter ix on baths.
F. 22a. Chapter x on sexual intercourse.
F. 24. Chapter xi on corroborants.
F. 26b. Chapter xii on the four seasons of the year.
F. 2Sa. Chapter xiii on various kinds of foods.
F. 33<^. Chapter xiv on various kinds of drinks, on preparations from grains, on 

enemas.
F. 40^. Chapter xv on exhilarants.
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F. 4id. Chapter xvi on stomachics {javarishaf).
F. 43^. Chapter xvii on electuaries (majiln).
F. 45<^. Chapter xviii on dye-stuffs for the hair.
F. Chapter xix on dentifrices.

DATE. Finished in Adrianople in the middle of Rabi' I 848/beginning of July 1444.

(B) Al-Tas’hil fil-Tibb

BEGINNING (after basmala, &c.). ^

AUTHOR. Judging by the style, the author of (A) and (B) is the same person.

TITLE. CONTENTS. al-Tashil fil-tibb ‘Relief for Medicine', a manual of the type 
of‘one's own doctor'; f. 46^. Recipe of a salve for incurables; f. 47^. The true begin
ning of the Manual which is divided into three parts : Part I: first chapter : on medical 
theory (f. 48^?); second chapter: on medical practice. Part II: on food, drink, and 
remedies (f. u^b). Part III: causes and symptoms of ailments (f. ^(^b). At the end some 
recipes (slightly defective owing to the folios having been trimmed).

SIZE. FOLIOS. 18 X 13.4 cm.; written surface 12-5 x 8 cm.; 13 lines; 118 folios.

SCRIPT. PAPER. Naskh (text vocalized throughout). A very neat script. Red ink 
headings. Cream-toned paper.
BINDING. Dark red leather. Marble-paper cover with medallion and pendants sunk 
on gold ground; within the lozenges and circles inscription: ‘Adade by Mulla 
Muhammad Dhakir, the book-binder, in 1066/1656 and in 1077/1666 (?)'; flap. Inside, 
yellow paper.
SCRIBE. DATE. No colophon. Late 16th century (?).
PROVENANCE. Seal of Muhammad Qurd ibn(?) 'Abdullah, a.h. 1007/A.D. 1598: 
with the motto (in Persian) 3 ^

481
TWO MINIATURES

TITLE. CONTENTS. The miniatures belong to the same historical poem written 
in Turkish in the heroic metre mutaqarib, in imitation of Firdausi's Shah-nama. The 
beginnings of the text on the miniatures are

jIIj (A)

(B)

A verse in verso of (B) may serve as a clue to the original manuscript.
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‘ Qara-qash pasha’s looks darkened, but when he took that fort his face became white 
(i.e. he became honoured).’ The surname Qara-qash (‘the black-browed one’) is un
common and it is probable that the passage refers to Qara-qash Mehmed pasha who 
on 14 September 1621 died in a battle before Khotin (on the Dniester), during the 
Polish campaign of Sultan 'Othman II (a.d. 1618-22). The event was described in a 
Shah-nama composed (in Turkish) by the court-panegyrist of 'Othman II, Mehmed 
Nadirl (d. in a.h. 1036/A.D. 1627). If, then, our folio belongs to Nadiri’s Shah-nama 
(which consists of 1948 distichs, see Hammer, GOR, iv, pp. vii and 694) the subject of 
the second miniature should also belong to the reign of the same Sultan. In fact, on 
the day of 'Othman IPs accession to the throne (a.h. 1027/A.D. 1618), Prince Muhammad 
Girey of the Crimea, with his suite of Tatars, escaped from the Istanbul prison and the 
Ottoman cavalry recaptured him only in Pravadia (Bulgaria). This rare incident, in 
which the Ottomans and the ‘Tatars’ of the Crimea were in conHict, maybe the subject 
of (A).
SIZE. 31-5 X 24-3 cm.; written surface 26-5 x 21-5 cm.

SCRIPT. PAPER. Nasta'llq. Greyish paper.

BINDING. Now mounted under glass.

DATE. Beginning of the 17th century a.d.

MINIATURES'. A. The Black-Tatars (in round, fur-bordered bonnets with red tops) 
are defeated by the Imperial troops (in turbans and helmets).

B. Capture of a Christian fortress inside which there is a church. A troop of Muslim 
horse (armed with swords and spears) and foot (armed with matchlocks) are attacking 
a Christian garrison (wearing all-black European hats and armed with matchlocks).

482
HADATQ AL-HAQATQ Fl TAKMILAT AL-SHAQA’IQ

BEGINNING, j/li . . . loi lO j

AUTHOR. 'Ataullah ibn Yahya Nau'i-zada (Nev'i-zada, son of the poet Nevi) 
A.H. 991-1044/A.D. 1583-1634, see Babinger, GSO, 171-2.

TITLE. ‘The Pleasaunces of Verities to complete the “Peonies'"', i.e. a biographical 
dictionary of Ottoman ministers, dignitaries, and worthies, which forms a supplement 
to Ahmad ibn Mustafa Tash-kopru-zade's work ‘Crimson Peonies'. The Hadaiq was 
printed in Stambul in a.h. 1268/A.D. 1851.

Before the text (ff. \b-\2d) there is a table of the chief entries in the text, 693 names 
in all, not counting the names of the lesser worthies. The text is divided into classes 
(tabaqai) of successive reigns of Sultans:

F. lb. Sulayman I (tenth reign in the dynasty).
F. 52a. Selim II (eleventh reign).

1
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F. 108^. Murad III (twelfth reign).
F. 193^. Muhammad III (thirteenth reign).
F. 228^. Ahmad I (fourteenth reign).
F. 322/^. Mustafa I (fifteenth reign).
F. 325<3:. 'Othman II (sixteenth reign).
F. 344<^. Mustafa I (second time).
F. 356^^. Murad IV (seventeenth reign).
The biographies go down to the year a.h. 1044/A.D. 1634.

SIZE. FOLIOS. 25-8 X 15 cm.; written surface 20-8 x 10-2 cm.; 33 lines; 406 folios.

SCRIPT. PAPER. Turkish nasta'llq but assuming the form of divant towards end, 
Cream-toned paper, semi-polished. Some stains.
BINDING. Brown leather with sunk centre medallion (oval, lobed). Inside, checkered 
square medallion stamped with gold.
SCRIBE. DATE. PROVENANCE. Possibly copied in the author s time. Numerous 
corrections in the margins may be by Nev'l-zade himself.
ILLUMINATION. The table of contents is divided by gold lines into squares and 
has a sober initial ornament on f. of floral designs in gold. Text throughout in gold 
border. Titles in text and in margin in red ink.

483
MUSTAFA FAYDI’S EIGHT MEDICAL TREATISES

BEGINNING (after basmala, &c.).
y.

AUTHOR. Mustafa Faydi, doctor to Sultan Muhammad IV (a.h. 1058-99/A.D. 1648-

87).
'TITLE, CONTENTS. Rasdil al-mushfiya lil-ainrdd al-niushkila, ‘ Treatises on curing 
difficult diseases’.

I. In his introduction (f i^) the author says that his intention is to put together the
information on Hypochondria and Melancholia maraqiya and satida~yi maraqiya),
as well as on cholera (J^)’ “French disease (cf
above, p. n?). He refers to the Latin authors who studied these questions. The first 
treatise in nine paragraphs is on hypochondria and its treatment.

II. On melancholia {saiida-yi maraqiya) (f 10^).
Ill Ghdyat al-baydn fi tadblr badan al-tnsdn^ ‘The aim of the explanation concerning 

the treatment of the human body’, consisting of an introduction and four chapters 
beginning on ff. 16^, 25a (on Simples), 38^ (on Composita), 43^ (on various ailments
and their treatment), 71^^ (on fevers, French disease, balika, &c.).

R
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IV. An abridgement of the Pharmacopoeia {Qarabadtii) of Nuh-efendi (f. 78<5).
V. Risalat al-jidwar, i.e. on the zedoary root which the author identifies with Antura, 

Anttila, in Arabic antllat al-satida (in point of fact the latter is not zedoary but zerunihef). 
This treatise is dedicated to the Grand VazTr Muhammad pasha, f. 85^.

VI. On antidotes {padzahr\ f. 87^.
VII. On weights used in medicine, f. 92^^, followed by an alphabetic list of drugs.
VIII. Another treatise on antidotes translated from the Arabic of Badr al-dln 

Muhammad ibn Muhammad Qusanl at the request of Mustafa pasha ibn Siyavush 
pasha, f. 95^.
SIZE. FOLIOS. 21 X 13.3 cm.; written surface 15-3x8 cm.; 31 lines; 98 folios.

SCRIPT. PAPER. Neat and extremely fine nastallq. Cream-toned, semi-polished 
paper.
BINDING. Brown-red leather with gold border and a central square of double gold 
line. Inside, brown leather, gold-line border.
SCRIBE. DATE. Either the author, or a professional under his orders. All the 
treatises are dated by the months of the year '62, i.e. a.h. 1062/A.D. 1652.

PROVENANCE. On f. la the signature of the former owner al-sayyid Mustafa 
Madud al-M^itatabbib (The Medicaster').

ILLUMINATION. Headings in red ink.

484

MAGHZ AL-TIBB

BEGINNING............... 4U -u=dl

AUTHOR. Yusuf ibn Muhammad, surnamed Yusufi, a physician of Herat who died 
about A.H. 950/A.D. 1543; see Rieu, PC, ii. 457<^. Ethd, CPM, India Office, ii. 1346. 
Translator into Turkish : Talati.
TITLE. Maghz al-Tibb [sic], ‘the Marrow of Medicine'. In his preface the translator 
says that he could not find a better practical treatise on medicine than the ‘quatrains' 
(rubaiyat^ of Yusufi which he decided to present in Turkish garb. On f. ib he especi
ally quotes Yusufl's Persian verses from the Llaj al-amrad (f ib) and Favd td al~akhbdr 
(f. 2b\ on the treatment of diseases by their opposite elements, on the four humours of 
the human body: blood, phlegm, bile, and black bile, &c. The translator himself tried 
out Yusufl's prescriptions and found no fault with them. The description of ailments 
and their treatment begins on f. 5^ and goes down to f. io()a. The text is divided into 
369 paragraphs and consists of Persian quotations in verse and prose followed by 
explanations in Turkish. Before the text is a folio (f. i) containing praise of the author
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and the commentator (skarik) by three persons: Sulayman Nidaqi(?), Naill, and 
Muhammad IsmatT, the gadl^askar of Rumelia (all three transcribed in the same hand 
as the text).
SIZE. FOLIOS. 21x14 cm.; written surface 14 x 7.5 cm.; 19 lines; 7 + 106 folios. 

SCRIPT. PAPER. Nasta'llq. Yellowish paper (originally white).

BINDING. Dark red leather with marbled paper outside.
SCRIBE. DATE. Apparently Tal'atl himself in a.h. 1067/A.D. 1657—153 years after 
the date of the composition of the rubaiyat in a.h. 914/A.D. 1508, as the translator 
explains on f. /\a.

PROVENANCE. Probably the translators copy.
ILLUMINATION. A soberly executed manuscript with rubrications in the text. 
Ff. ii-vii before text give a table of contents arranged in small squares 9 x 5 to a page.

485

VAQF-NAMA OF SULAYMAN-PASHA

BEGINNING.

CONTENTS. The master of the (Imperial) Stables (^nir-akhor-i kabtr) Sulayman agha 
(later Grand Vizier), resident in Kefche ward of Scutari (UsMdar), through his nephews 
appointed as his deputies, makes dispositions concerning the upkeep of certain mosques, 
mausoleums, and schools, as well as concerning the recitation of prayers, the lighting 
of wax candles, &c. For this object he makes an endowment from his property.

F. ib-2b. Introduction on the frailty of human life.
F. 3b. Appointment of his representatives.
F. 6a. Enumeration of the estates situated in Scutari, Qadl-kOy, Istanbul, Adrianople, 

Bulghurlu, &c., for the upkeep of the cathedral mosque in Kefche ward, a mosque in
Istanbul, &c.

F. 12a. The emoluments of the imam, preacher, muezzin, cleaners, &c.,are enumerated 
in so many aqchas (silver coins) per day j special sums are assigned for the annual 
celebrations of Muslim festivals, for the clothing of the pupils of the school, &c.

F. \/\a. Additional endowments.
F. 23^. Additional alterations in the clauses of the endowment.
Ff. \A,a-\N (script in margin). Names of witnesses.
F. 2^b. Names of witnesses.

SIZE. 28-17-5 cm.; written surface 19 x 9 cm.; ii lines; 26 folios.
BINDING. Red-brown leather with 3-centre and corners sunk with gold ground to 
design ; gold line-and-cord border; flap. Inside, grey leather, gold-tooled centre design, 
gold line-and-cord border.
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SCRIPT. PAPER. Bold professional nastalTq. Thin, biscuit-toned, polished paper, 
stained at places.
SCRIBE. DATE. The original endowment is dated 24 Sha'ban 1088/22 October 1677 
(f. \ih); first addition 22 Sha'ban 1094/14 August 1683 (f. 22b); second addition, in which 
the former Sulayman-agha is called Grand-Vizier Sulayman pasha, 22 Rabf II 1097/18 
February 1686. Sulayman pasha was in office from Muharram 1097 to Dhul-qa'da 
1098/December 1685-September 1687. F. lb bears the endorsement of the Qadl 
Hajjl Mustafa ibn Hajjl Muhammad al-QunawI and his seal. F. I4^^ has the endorse
ment of Muhammad ibn Ramadan and apparently his seal. Ff. la and 24^: a seal 
j\,\... ^ ju^i ^ fiJdi, ‘In his hand—love (mz/ir) for Ahmad ( = the Prophet),
on (his) heart the seal {muhr) of Sulayman’. Ff. 22b and 2Sb\ two endorsements dated 
A.H. 1262/A.D. 1846 by some representatives of the office of pious endowments {auqaf).

ILLUMINATION. F. ib: a decorated head-piece in gold, dull blue, red, &c., con
taining a blank gold panel; upper part shaped with interlaced finials; f. : a similar 
rectangular head-piece. Text in gold border, gold rosettes throughout the text. Arabic 
quotations in gold script.

486

TWO TREATISES ON FARRIERY
BEGINNING (after basmala, &c.).

(A)

(‘iJ • • • P . . . . • • • •

AUTHORS. Unknown. A hint at the name of the author of the first treatise may be 
the nofn de plu^ne Jam! mentioned on f. E^b. A Turkish poet Jam! died in a.h. 1019/ 
A.D. 1610, see above, no. 435, p. 60.
TITLE. CONTENTS. The title Asp-nama inscribed inside the cover is by a later 
hand. Both treatises (A and B) are very similar in character to the Baytar-nama 
(no. 492) and reproduce much the same matter.

A

F. lb. Stories of horses connected with Alexander the Great (Aristotle tests the 
endurance of horses of various colours), the Caliph Omar, Muhammad (f. 4^ names 
of his twenty-three horses); quotations from the Qor an, the traditions, books of Islamic
Law.

F. 34<^. On good and bad horses. A good horse must have twenty-seven qualities 
beginning in Turkish with the letter y- (some of the obsolete terms being explained in 
plain Turkish); a good horse must resemble a woman, a camel, &c. (see MS. 492, f. 3).
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F. /\ob. ‘ The horse’s rights i.e. what care is to be given to a horse.
F. 47(^. The teeth and the age of horses.
F. ^oa. An ode to the King (with a reference to the poet Jamr).

B
F. ^2a. Stories of Alexander in Khorasan (Aristotle writes the book Baytar-namd).
F. 54<^. Good and bad horses according to their external appearance. A good horse 

must have sixty-two special qualities (of them three are common with those of a woman, 
&c., see above, f. 34^^).

F. 57^?. Various colours of horses.
F. ^2a. Bad horses and their characteristics.
F. Names of the twenty-seven ailments of the horse (in Arabic).
F. How to fatten a horse.
F. 66<3:. How to know the age of a horse.
Ff. 67-114^3:. Ailments of horses: in eighty-two paragraphs.

SIZE. FOLIOS. 25.5 X 16.5 cm.; written surface 15-5 x 8-5 cm.; ii lines ; 14 folios.

BINDING. Green-stamped paper boards, flap. Inside, brown marble paper.

SCRIPT. PAPER. Clear naskh (text being vocalized throughout), within gold and 
black rules. Thin ivory-toned polished paper, corners discoloured.

SCRIBE. DATE. Copied a.d. 1700.
PROVENANCE. On ff. \a, s^a, 114a the seal of the Crimean Prince Muhammad 
Girey, son of Daulat Girey, dated a.h. 1121/A.D. 1709. Daulat (Devlet) Girey II ruled 
in A.H. 1110-14 and 1121-5; his son Muhammad never ruled. His royal origin is indi
cated by the flourishes and decorations round the seal. The second seal under it is 
undecipherable.
ILLUMINATION. Ff. 52^: two similar head-pieces, gold and colour with blank 
gold panel, shaped above; blue finials. Text within gold and black borders. Ff. 2b 
and 57-62: eleven miniatures showing sixteen saddled horses of different colours on
gold or silver ground.

487
AL-SAB' AL-SAYYAR BY MUHAMMAD RIDA

BEGINNING. ^33^ 3 ^3'^'^

AUTHOR. Sayyid Muhammad Rida (d. in a.h. 1169/A.D. 1756).

TITLE CONTENTS. Al-saU al-sayyarft akhbar muluk al-Tatar, ‘Seven Planets 
concerning the Tatar kings’, being the history of the khans of Crimea from Mengli- 
Girey I (year a.h. 871/A.D. 1466) down to Mengli-Girey H (year a.h. 1150/A.D. 1737), 
see V. D. Smirnov, Krtmskoye khmistvo, i, 1887, pp. ix-xiv, and Babinger, CSO, 281. 
There exists an old and faulty edition of this history by Kazembek, Kazan, 1832. Ihe
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present manuscript completes its lacunae, cf. V. D. Smirnov, Mamiscrits turcs de 
rinstitut des Langiies Saint-Petersbourg, 1897, pp. 27-31, as compared with
K 81 d and 1221^ of the present copy.

SIZE. FOLIOS. 23 X 13 cm.; written surface 16 x 7 cm.; 27 lines; 218 folios.

BINDING. Brown leather with central panel in black leather. Gold 3-piece on 
brown ground; gold cord and gold line border; flap. Inside, grey and pink marbled
paper.

SCRIPT. PAPER. Nastallq. Cream, thin, semi-polished paper.

SCRIBE. DATE. If not the author’s autograph, the manuscript may have been 
corrected by him. Numerous corrections in the text. Before 1739.

PROVENANCE. Immediately after the record of Mengli-Girey’s expedition against 
the infidels via Perekop (OP) the manuscript ends with an invocation to the Victorious 
khan ’ {Ey khan-i fatih f) and may be the presentation copy of the author. Mengli- 
Girey II died on 29 Ramadan 1152/30 December 1739.

ILLUMINATIONS. F. i^: a shaped head-piece of gold, blue, and pink, with finials, 
within double border, twined gold cord and crimson with white dots. Text within lined 
border throughout. F. \22b\ an ode composed by Prince Shahln-Girey, son of Toqta- 
mish-Girey, and presented to the ruling khan Selim-Girey (who ruled m a.h. 1081-8, 
1095-1102, and 1103-9). qaslda opens:

and has twelve verses, each beginning with letters ^ + \. It is arranged in six con
centric circles; in the centre stands the letter ^ surrounded by letters i forming twelve 
rays. Each verse continues through the outer circles following the corresponding rays, 
after which it returns in zigzags towards the centre to end in the rhyme l + <y. The 
circles form a rosette carefully drawn in gold and colours. F. S7^ • A map of the Crimea 
and the surrounding countries and seas showing the capital of the khans Baghche- 
saray, Kafa (Theodosia), Baliq-ava (Balaklava), Mankub, the fort Farah-kermen or Or, 
‘which the infidels call Perekop’, the spit of Rabat (Arabat), Kersh (Kerch); on the 
eastern side of the strait: Taman and Tamruq (Temruk), south of the Kuban; at the 
estuary of the Don: the fortress of Azaq (Azov); between the Upper Don and the next 
river flowing into the Azov Sea (Mius ?) is the name Bursuq (Bursaq ?). A river flowing 
into the ‘Dead Sea’ (Sivash) north-east of the Crimea is called Chinsqa. North of 
the Crimea: the Noghay country and farther north Moscovia (Mos^ov); to the west 
of the Dnieper lies Uqrayina (Ukraine), and north of it the country Ulhiniya (Volhyma). 
The Turkish name of the Dnieper Uzu is inscribed to the west of its estuary; to the 
west of the great bend of the Dnieper is written Qudaq{?). The map is drawn in 
white with seas and rivers in blue. It is divided into degrees of latitude (60 -70) and 
longitude (50°).
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DALA’IL AL-KHAYRAT

BEGINNING (after basmala).

AUTHOR. Muhammad b. Sulayman al-Jazull.
TITLE. CONTENTS. Identical with nos. 449 (part D), 459,460, 462, and 468. Parts 
of invocations to Muhammad are marked in the margin (I, f. 2\b; II, f. 36/^; III, f. ^ob ^ 
IV, f. 66^; V, f. 82^; VI, f. 99^; VII, f. 117^; VIII, f. 134^).
SIZE. EOLIOS. i6-i X 11-2 cm.; written surface (diameter) 6-3 cm.; 7 lines; 148 folios.

BINDING. Dark purple polished leather with sunk designs in black on gold; 3-centre 
and corner pieces; flap. Inside, blue paper.
SCRIPT. PAPER. Naskh. Cream, semi-polished paper.

DATE. Dhul-Qa'da 1177/May 1764.
PROVENANCE. Presentation copy to Sultan Selim b. Sultan Mustafa b. Sultan 
Ahmad. As Sultan Selim III began to reign in a.h. 1203/A.D. 1789? the book must have 
been presented to him while he was still a prince. This is reflected in his reduced 
title: hadrat-i manldna alfakhlm al-Sultan Selmi-khan ibn al-Sultan al-a zam wal-khaqmi 
al-niukcivy(XM zill-dlHht fil- Ncini Sultayi' Mustafa khan.
ILLUMINATION. Ff. and 2b fully decorated and similarly arranged as rectangles 
within gold and crimson borders. Inside, black circle with text inscribed in gold 
characters; outer circles, gold, blue, and crimson with white dots. Corner-pieces with 
floral designs, gold, blue, green, pink, white. Above the rectangle a top-piece with 
similar designs and gold finials. The text throughout in gold on black ground within 
concentric circles of gold and green. Ff. 20b and 21^?; two miniatures of Mekka and 
Medina drawn in perspective and painted in light tones; each within a gold circle 
surrounded by faint floral designs in gold and colours.

489
NATLl’S RUZ-NUMA

BEGINNING. In the medallion (in Persian). ‘This is the
Script of Victory for him who holds it.
AUTHOR. The calligrapher Muhammad Naih.

J. J. J. M-

Tni F CONTENTS Rilz-numa, ‘Indication of days, or Hazr, ‘Computation, 
being tables of astronomical and astrological calculations. The text consists of twelve

tables.
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1. The planets presiding at each hour of the days of the week. In the margin a list 

of musical tunes {maqamat al-falak) corresponding to each planet. Lower register: 
astrological characteristics of the planets.

2. A table {ghurra-na^na) for finding the week-days of the first day of each month. 
(Three red and gold corner-pieces.)

3. A table for finding the time of the morning dawn, sunrise, &c., on various days of 
the Ottoman calendar, divided into months. (Dark blue top.)

4. Table {jniftah-i ruz-nmna) for finding out the beginning of the month Azer (March) 
for the years of Hijra 1212-88. (Red and blue top.)

5. Table of unlucky days according to the days of the Ottoman calendar, &c. (Dark 
blue column on the right.)

6. Table of actions recommended and deprecated on the specific days of Kanun- 
evval. (Red column on the right, script upside-down.)

7. Table of the position of the sun during the arbain (‘ forty days') in winter; memor
able days (Christmas, the night of Qara-qonjolos ‘ Black vampire', &c.). (Dark blue top.)

8. Similar indications for the khamsm (‘ fifty days') of early spring, sign of Aquarius. 
(Red top.)

9. Ditto for Pisces. (Blue top.)
10. Ditto for Aries. (Red top.)
11. Ditto for Taurus. (Blue top.)
12. Ditto for Gemini. (Red top.)
Colophon. Note explaining that calculations in the tables apply to the position of 

Istanbul.
SIZE. A long roll of 126 x 107 cm.; written surface 103 x 9 cm.

SCRIPT. MATERIAL. Turkish nasta'lTq, on thin vellum, yellow and transparent.

BINDING. Protective vellum covering, joined to text; outside red, inside yellow, 
with the gold circle with the author's name; red silk tape for keeping the roll tight.

SCRIBE. DATE. The author. 19 Ramadan (?) 1213/24 February 1799.

ILLUMINATION. Head-piece (12 x 10 cm.), gold floral design, with a rose in the 
centre and several borders crimson, blue, gold, black line. Lower panel with inscription 
(white on gold). The roll has a gold and black line border. The twelve tables are 
arranged in elaborate squares with crimson and gold corner-pieces, rosettes, floral 
details; certain columns have blue or red ground. Text in black and red ink.

490
ARABIC ALPHABET

TITLE. CONTENTS. No title. Signs and characters of the Arabic alphabet: single 
characters (ff. \b-2b\ combinations of double characters (ff. a table of numerical
values of the characters (f 16^), prayers in Arabic (ff i6b-iSa).
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SIZE. FOLIOS. 22*5 X 16 cm.; written surface 13 x 10 cm.; 6-7 lines, 18 folios.
BINDING. Red leather, central panel of blue leather with gold border; central design 
of flowers in gold of two shades, within two gold cord-and-line borders. Inside light- 
green paper with a double cord border in gold; in the centre a bouquet of flowers in 
gold of two shades: two pages at the beginning and two pages at the end of the book 
similarly arranged. Flap to suit the outer cover.
SCRIPT. PAPER. Naskh arranged in thirty squares per page. Strong cream semi- 
polished paper.
SCRIBE. DATE. Eighteenth century (?).
ILLUMINATION. Opens with two fully decorated pages: coloured flowers (pink, 
blue, green leaves) within elaborate gold and pink scroll-work and gold flower back
ground, with impressed pointille work. The whole in Turkish style influenced by 
Europe. In the first two tables the alternating white and gold squares are formed by 
lines drawn diagonally. In a white panel: ‘ O God, make it easy and not difficult and 
let it end happily.' Each page has margins with gold flower designs between two 
borders, squares containing script being ruled in gold; the final square being occupied 
by a flourish in red ink. Ff. have six panels with floral designs.

491
NIHAYATUL-BAHJAT BY SHABISTARl

S w

BEGINNING. 5^1 llWl liV' r"-
AUTHOR. Ibrahim al-Shabistarl al-Naqshbandl, surnamed ‘Second Sibawayh’ for 
his works on Arabic grammar.
TITLE. CONTENTS. Nihayatu Bahjatin [sic\ ‘The extreme limit of Joyfulness’, the 
title surprisingly given to a versified treatise on Arabic grammar (in Arabic). 
Rhymes in -ti throughout. Divided into sixty-three paragraphs. Completed on i 
Muharram 900/2 October 1494 (f. 2^0). F. 26b in margin: a prayer in Arabic.
SIZE. FOLIOS. 21-5 X 13 cm.; written surface 15 x 7 cm.; 19 lines; 27 folios.
BINDING. Dark-red leather, gold lines; inside, cardboard, marbled paper.

SCRIPT. PAPER, Naskh. Cream-toned paper.

SCRIBE. DATE. 18th century a.d. (?)

PROVENANCE. Endorsement of a previous owner Abd al-Qadir ibn Muhammad 
Amin ibn al-Hajj Muhammad Amin al-wazTr ibn al-Hajj Yusuf, a.h. 1219/A.D. 1804. 
¥ 2jb: draft of a letter submitted to Sultan Abdul Az^ (who ascended the throne m
A.H. I277/A.D. 1861).

ILLUMINATION. F. i^: headpiece: coloured flowers on gold ground, blue fleurons. 
Text in gold rules, headings in red ink.
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BAYTAR-NAMA BY KAN'AN EFENDI

BEGINNING (after basmald).
<J

AUTHOR, Kan an Efendi, calligrapher to Sultan Ahmed (a.h. 1012-26/A.D. 1603-17) 

and the master of the yami-i s/iery Mosque.

TITLE. CONTENTS. Baytar-nama ‘ Book of hippiatrics The book opens with an 
Arabic prayer effective in protecting the warrior’s charger from danger (ff 2b-'^b). 
The horse should resemble a camel, a mule, a bull, and a woman, each in three 
respects: like a woman it must have a soft mane, many trappings {yanijaq\ and a well
shaped belly (ff. ib-^a). Story of Muhammad pasha who at the time of Sultan Sulay- 
man’s conquests built a mausoleum over the grave of his faithful charger (ff qa-iob). 
Various colours of horses and their characteristics. Glory to the fighters for the faith, 
&c. (ff. i:^a-i$b).

The ailments of horses and their treatment:
I. Colic (f. 15^).

II. Cough
III. Heart trouble (I8^^).
IV. Retention of urine {iqa).
V. Haematuria (20^).

VI. Broken wind {21b).
VII. Foot troubles (23^^).

VIII. Hoof troubles (bagha, cf. above, p. 117, ydgha?. ) (36^^).
IX. Scrofula (s'irdjd) (Njb).
X. Skin disease (abras) (40^3:).

XL Glanders (saqaghu) {44a).
XII. Wounds {4^b).

XIII. On the utility of the horse’s limbs {6qb-qib).

SIZE. EOLIOS. 13 X 20 cm.; written surface 7x14 cm.; 15 lines; 71 folios.

BINDING. Marbled-paper boards, brown and other colours; dark-brown leather 
back and edges. Slip-case. Inside, pink paper.

SCRIPT. PAPER. Naskh, in gold and red rules. Thin, crearn-toned, polished paper.

SCRIBE. DATE. Said to be transcribed from the author’s original copy in a.h. 1262/ 

A.D. 1846. Vocalized throughout. Spellings obsolescent, some mistakes.

ILLUMINATION. Opens with decorated heading with blue leaf design on gold, blue 
finials, gold ‘leaf’ interlining on ff. \b and 2a.
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PRAYERS

BEGINNING (after basmald). dEy ^!)UI

AUTHOR. Unknown.
SIZE. FOLIOS. i8-2 x n.i cm.; written surface 10-5 x 5.9 variable; ii lines; 19 folios.

SCRIPT. PAPER, Naskh, within broad gold band. Thin, dark cream, polished, 
brittle paper.
BINDING. Purple leather, panel with large centre floral design and corners in two 
shades of gold, within broad and line rules. Inside, pale-blue shiny paper, gold centre 
flowers, and corners within borders of gold cords and thin rules. Flap and slip-case to 
design.
SCRIBE. DALE. Sayyid Hajjl Ahmad ‘Arif, pupil of Muhammad ShauqT Efendi, 
teacher of the Imperial princes, a.h. 1321/A.D. 1903.

ILLUMINATIONS. Fol. 2b \ head-piece of coloured flowers and scrolls on gold 
ground in Ottoman pointille technique, in the centre the head-gear of the Maulavl 
dervishes (?): tall brown bonnet with green turban twisted round it; broad gold border 
with turquoise lattice work and flowers; in margin, floral design of two shades of gold. 
Fol. la similarly decorated. Text within broad gold border. Rich rosettes throughout 
the text. Gold panels on ff. 6b, ga, i6a, 16b, lya, i^b, iSa. On K yb-ga God's 
ninety-nine epithets, each followed by a wreath, in red or green and gold, inscribed 
jalla jalaluhu. Fol. 19^?: gold vase shape with coloured flowers. Ff. \b, 2a, \^b are 
blank, except for gold borders.
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Aaron, 25, 44^
'Abbas I, Shah, 57, 112.
'Abbasids, 23, 44.
'Abbas b. Mirdas, 35.
'Abbas-mirza Qajar, crown-prince, 17.
'Abd al-'AzTz-chelebi, 67.
'Abd al-Ghafur Lari, 112.
'Abd al-Ghani b. Isma'Il b. al-Nablusi al-Hanafi, 107. 
'Abd al-HabashI, 82.
'Abd al-Hallm b. Muhammad, Mulla (Akhl-zade), 15, 

42.
'Abd al-Mu’min b. Khalaf, 31.
'Abd al-Qadir, mudarris, 64.
'Abd al-Qadir al-Baghdadl, 86.
'Abd al-Qadir ibn Muhammad Amlnb.al-Hajj Muham

mad Amin al-wazTr b. al-Hajj Yusuf, 129.
'Abd al-Rahman b. 'Auf, 34.
'Abd al-Rahman al-BistamT, 80.
'Abd al-Rahman-chelebi, 90.
'Abd al-Ra’uf al-MunawI al-Misrl, 107.
'AbdT, Sari 'Abdullah, 61, 64, 67.
'Abdul-'Aziz b. Mahmud, Sultan, 102, 129.
'Abd ul-Hamid I, Sultan, 103, 107.
'Abdullah, Mufti, 77.
'Abdullah b. 'All al-Rifa'I, 29.
'Abdullah b. Anis al-Juhaynl, 39, 40.
'Abdullah-efendi, 61.
'Abdullah Larandavl, see 'Irfanl.
'Abdullah b. Mas'ud, 36.
'Abdullah b. Mir 'AH TabrIzI, 7.
'Abdullah b. Muhammad b. Sha'ban, 87.
'Abdullah b. Muhammad Yusuf-efendi, 89. 
'Abdullah-munshI, no.
'Abdullah b. Shaykh Muhammad, 63.
'Abdullah b. UbI, 38.
'Abdullah al-Vafa’I, calligrapher, 77.
'Abdullah Zuhdl al-TamIml, 105.
'Abdul-Malik b. Hisham, 31.
‘Abdul-Muttalib, 44.
Abel, 24.
'Abida, d. of'Abdullah, 90.
Abraham, 23, 25, 44.
Abu-Adyan, 113.
Abu-'As b. al-RabI', 37.
Abu-Bakr, 34, 35, 3^, 44- 
Abu Bakr Baqilani, 87.
Abu-Dasma, 37.
Abu Hanifa, 41, 44'
Abu Ishaq IsfarayinI, 87.
Abu 'Izza, poet, 38.
Abu Jahl, 35, 36.

Abu Ibn Khalaf, 38.
Abul-Fath Sultan Khalil Bahadur Khan, 2. 
Abul-Hasan al-BakrI, 31.
Abul-Husayn Kart, 93.
Abul-'Izz Yusuf Bahadur khan, 115.
Abu Mansur Maturldl, 87.
Abu Mas'ud, 35.
Abu Muslim, 44.
Abu Na'ila, 37.
Abu Rafi', 37.
Abu Sufyan, 36, 37, 38.
Abu-Su'ud, 60.
Abu Su'ud ThaqafI, 34.
Abu Talib IsfahanI, scribe, 44.
Abu Tatis, 56.
Abu-Yusuf HamdanI, 76.
Abu Yusuf, Imam, 41.
Ada’I (Qazan Bekir-chelebi), 66.
Ada’I-za'Im, 60, 66.
Adam, 3, 22, 23, 24, 43, 64.
'AdanI, 61.
'Adharl, 61, 67.
Adharl, 60.
'Adi b. Ra'na, 36.
Adibl, 60.
'Adll, 67.
Aflah, 51.
Afrasiyab, 44.
AftabI of Istanbul, 66.
AftabI of Merzifun, 66.
Agahl, 66.
'Ahdl, 61.
'Ahdl 'AjamI, 67.
Ahl, 60, 66.
Ahlll, 60.
Ahll, Maulana, 70.
Ahmad I, Sultan, 121, 130.
Ahmad III, Sultan, 74, 87.
Ahmad 'Arif, Hajjl, 131. _ _ _
Ahmad-chelebi, Kamal-pasha-zada, 60, 66. 
Ahmad-chelebi, Para-para-zada, 66. 
Ahmad-chelebi, Qadl-zade, 90.
Ahmad Dukagin-oghlu, 60.
Ahmad Jalayir, Sultan, ii.
Ahmad Marhaba-zade, 63.
Ahmad pasha, 25.
Ahmad pasha, poet, 53, 60, 66.
Ahmad the Samanid, 44.
Ahmad b. Shaykh Zayn (ah'Abidin?), scribe, 30. 
AhmadI, brother of Hamza, 66.
AhmadI, Taj ahdin b. Ibrahim, 10. 11.
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'A’isha, 34.
Akhl-zade, see *Abd al-Halim.
‘Ala al'din, Sultan, 9.
Alexander the Great, 10, 23, 25, 44, 124, 125.
‘AH, the caliph, 6, 15, 38, 39, 44, 100, 106, 113.
‘All, poet, 61, 67.
‘All, author of the Menaqib, 18, 25, 47, 49, 60, 61.
‘AH b. Abl Bakr, Burhan al-din, 106.
‘AH-agha, treasurer, 74.
‘AH-chelebi, 67.
‘AH-efendi, 61.
‘AH Fu’ad b. Muhammad al-Amln, 106.
‘AH b. Mukhlis b. Shaykh Ilyas, see ‘Ashiq-pasha. 
‘AH b. Musa al-Rida, Imam, 92.
‘AH pasha, 25, 78, ep.
‘AH Sa’ib-pasha, Field Marshal, 107.
‘Alids, 23.
‘AH-ShIr, see Nava‘I.
Allahl-bey, 66.
AmanI, 60, 66.
Amin, 7.
Amlnl, 60,
Amir Khusrau, Dihlavl, 45, 47, 48, 69.
Amir Shahl, 45.
Amir Sulayman of Germiyan, ii.
Amirak, 66.
Amiri, 60, 66.
‘Ammar, 36.
'Amr b. Ghadban, 39.
‘Amr b. Ludgha Sulayml, 39.
‘Amr b. Umayya al-Dumayrl, 39.
Amrl, 60.
AmrI-chelebi, 66.
‘Anbar, slave-girl, 103.
‘Andallbl, 67.
AnI, 60.
‘Anqa, bird, 24.
‘Anqa, poet, 61.
Anushirvan, king, 44, 115.
Anvarl, 60, 66.
Aqa Mir, 70.
Aq-ovali, see Khatam-efendi.
Aq-Shams al-dln, 50, 61.
‘Arif, 67.
‘ArifI, 61, 67.
Aristotle, 125.
‘Arnaq, 23.
‘ArshI, 61, 67.
Arslan pasha, 20.
As'ad, 60.
Asad b. ‘Abd al-Asad, 36.
As‘ad-efendi, 103.
Asaf, 57.
AsafI,
Ash‘arl, 87.
‘Ashiq, 61.
‘Ashiq-chelebi, 66.
‘Ashiq-pasha, 109, no.
'Ashiql, 61.
AshkanI dynasty (Parthians), 43.
Ashql, 61, 67.
al-Ashraf, Sayf al-din Qa’it-bay, Sultan of Eygpt, in.

‘Asim b. Thabit, 38.
Asirl, 66.
‘Askarl, 67.
‘Ata, 61.
‘Ata of Edirne, 67.
‘Ata, son of Kashfl, 67.
‘Ata, son of Sinan, 67.
‘Ata of tiskub, 67.
'Ata I, 61, 63.
‘Ata’ullah ibn Yahya Nau‘i-zada, 120.
‘Attar, Farid al-din, 15, 65.
‘Avad (Ivaz) pasha, 25.
Avicenna, 104.
‘Ayad b. Abl Zuhayr, 37.
'AyanI, 67.
‘Ayfan, 23.
'Ayisha-khatun, 67.
‘Aziz, 102, 103.
‘AzIzI, 61.
‘Azmi, 61, 67.

Badr al-din Muhammad ibn Muhammad QusunI, 122. 
Baha al-din, see Muhammad ‘Amili.
Baha’i, 73.
Baharl, 60, 66.
Bahjat Ahmad, 68.
Bahjatl, 73.
Bahlul, 57, 66.
Ball, 60.
Ballghl, 60, 66.
Baluqiya b. Usaq, 23.
Baqa’I, 60.
BaqI, 60, 66, 90, 108.
BaqI Dallal-zada, 66.
Baron ‘the Inventor’, 78-9.
Barquq, Sultan, 30.
Bashir, Hajjl, Chief Eunuch, 89.
Basirl, 60,
BayadI, 60.
BayanI, 60, 66.
Bayazid I, Sultan, n, 23, 25, 45, 60.
Bayazid II, Sultan, 8, 9, 10, 45, 49, 90, 113, 114. 
Bazarlu beg, 9.
BazmI, 60, 66.
Bldarl, 60, 66.
BihishtI, 53, 54, 60, 66.
Bihzad, 69, 70.
BilM, 37, 54.
Bilal-agha, eunuch, 74.
Bilga-tegin, 44.
Bishr, son of Matta Job, 44.
BistamI, see ‘Abd al-Rahman.
Bukhari, 12, 106.
Burhan al-din, see 'AH. - 
Buriyan, king of Egypt, 44.
Busirl, Muhammad b. Sa'Id, 40.
Buya (Buwayh), 44.
Buyids, 23, 43, 44.

Cain, 24.
Carlo Tocco, Prince of Epirus, 75.
Cham, 23, 44.
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Chengiz-khan, 45.
Chengizids, 43.
Cholpan, Sayf al-daula Malik, 30.

Dahya al-Kalbl, 34.
Da'I, 66.
Da'Ifl, 68.
bajjal (Anti-Christ), 81.
Damad Ibrahim al-'Afif ('Othman), 98.
Damad Ibrahim-pasha, 74, 76.
Damad Muhammad-pasha, 76.
Damlrl, 61.
Daniel, 25, 44.
Danish Sulayman, 94, 95.
DanishI, 61, 66.
Darlr, Mustafa b. Yusuf b. 'Omar al-Maulavi al-Arzan 

al-Ruml, 30.
Darunl, 61, 66.
DarvTsh, 61.
Darvish 'All, 84, 85.
DarvTsh-chelebi, 66.
DarvIsh-FikrT, 62.
Darvish-Halatl, 61.
Darvish-Muhammad, 98.
Darvish-Mustafa, scribe, 74, 94.
Darvish-pasha, 61.
Daulat Girey, see Devlet-Girey.
David, 23, 25, 44, 64.
Davud-agha, 54.
Davud-agha b. 'Abd al-Mu'in, 41.
Davud pasha, 25.
Dede-chelebi, 49.
Deliri, 61.
Devlet-Girey, 116, 125.
Dhati, 30, 61, 68, 91.
Dhihni, 61, 68.
Dhid-Fiqdr, sword, 39,
Dhul kifl, 23, 25, 44.
Dhul-Nun-i Misri, 104.
Dukagin, Ahmad, Yahya.

Elias, 23, 25, 44.
Elijah, 25, 44.
Esau, 44, 51.
Eve, 24.
Ezekiel, 25.

Fadl b. 'Abbas, 36.
Fadli, 62, 67.
Fadli katib, 67.
Fahim, 73.
Fahimi, 62.
Fahmi, 67.
Fa’idi, 63.
Fa’iz, 73.
Fakhr al-din, see Razi.
Fakhri, 25, 67, 69, 115, 116.
Fani, 62, 67.
Faqiri, 62, 67.
Fardi, 67.
Farhad-mirza Qajar, Prince, 17. 
b'arhad-pasha, 28, 41.

Faridi, 62, 67.
Faridun, king, 44.
Faridun-agha, 67.
Farrukhi of Sarukhan, 67.
Fasih, Mevlevi, 108.
Fath-'Ali shah, 17.
Fatima, 34.
Fatima-Sultan, princess, 42, 74.
Fauri, 62.
Fauzi (Fevzi), 67.
Faydi, 62, 67.
Fayidi, 62.
Fidayi, 62.
Fighanl, 62, 67, 90.
Fikri, 62, 67.
Firaghi, 62.
Firaqi, 62, 67.
Firdausi, 19, 50, 119.
Firdausi of Brusa (Sharaf al-din Musa), 9.
Firdausi of Rumelia, 67.
Fuduli, I, 62, 63, 67, 71, 91, 104.
Furughi, 62.
Fusuni, 62, 67.

Gabriel, Archangel, 34, 35, 36, 39.
Garami, 62.
Gayumarth, see Kayumarth.
Geduk Ahmed-pasha, 25.
Ghadban, 39.
Ghami, 62.
Ghamza, 35.
Gharami, 68.
Gharbi, 68.
Gharibi, 62.
Ghayni, 62.
Ghazali, 62, 68.
Ghazanfer-agha, Qapu-aghasi, 80.
Ghazan-khan, 45.
Ghaznavids, 23, 43.
Ghubari, 62, 68. ,
Ghulami, 68.
Girey, title in the Crimea, see Devlet-, Muhammad-, 

Sahib-, Selim-, Shahin-, Toqtami'sh-.
Gulabi, 67.
Gill-shah, ii.
Gunahi, 62, 67.
Guvahi, 67.

Habibi, 67.
Hadi, 62, 66.
Hadi, Imam, 15.
Hadidi, 61, 67.
Hafiz, 26, 45, 48, 52, 61, 63, 71.
Hafiz-i 'Ajam, see Muhammad b. Baba.
Hafiz-i Siruzi, 67.
Hajjl-Khalifa, ii, 15, 53.
Hajji-pasha, 118.
Halaki, 62, 66.
Halati, 61, 63, 67.
Halim, 95.
Halima, 16.
Halimi, 61, 67.
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Hamd-allah chelebi, 50.
Hamdl, 67.
Hamdl, see Shaykh Aq-Shams al-dln.
Hamdullah, Ibn Shaykh, 49.
Hamdullah Khalkhali, 71.
Hamza, 36^37.
Hanifa Imam, 76.
Harlmi, 61.
Hariri, 67.
Harith MuhasibI, 112.
Harith b. Sanma, 38.
Harith b. Suwayd, 38.
Harun al-RashId, 44, 57.
HasabI, 67.
Hasan-agha Silihdar, 33.
Hasan b. 'All, 16, 29, 44, 113.
Hasan-chelebi, 61, 67.
Hasan-efendi, 61.
Hasan HilmI, 61.
HashimI, 62, 66.
HatifI, 62, 66.
Hatim Ta’I, 57.
Hava’I, 62.
Hayatl, 61, 67.
Hayratl, 61, 67, 91.
HibrI, 61.
Hidayat, Amir Hidayatullah, i.
Hifzl, 61, 67.
Hijrl, 62, 66.
Hilall, 62, 66.
HilmI, 61, 73.
Himmatl, 62.
Hind, wife of Abu Sufyan, 37, 38.
Hud, Prophet, 24, 44.
Huda’I, 62, 66.
Huda’I, Shaykh Mahmud Halvaji-zada, 73.
Hudurl, 61.
Husayn, 3, 44, 113.
Husayn-chelebi, 61.
Husayn-efendi ‘Hubla’, 88.
Husayn-efendi Kafavl, 61.
Husayn Mirza Bayqara, Tlmurld Sultan, 9, 13. 
Husaynl, 61, 67.

Iblls, 36.
Ibn al-'ArabI, 16.
Ibn al-AthIr, Majd al-din al-Mubarak, 92.
Ibn Qumayya, 38.
Ibrahim-chelebi, 64.
Ibrahim b. Muhammad-Amln, scribe, 17*
I brahim-pasha b. ‘Abd al-J amll. Grand Vazir, 42,82,90. 
Ibrahim RodosI, 81.
Ibrahim al-Shabistarl al-Naqshbandl, Second Siba- 

wayh’, 129.
Idris, 23, 24, 44.
' Ilml, 61, 67.
Ilyas, 9.
'ImadI, 61.
Imam al-haramayn, 87.
' Inayatullah-beg, i.
Insan-i Kamil, 60.
IrfanI, 88.

Isaac, 23, 44._
‘Isa-agha, Hafiz, 76, 77.
IsabI, 60.
Isaiah, 25.
Ishaq-chelebi, 60, 66.
Ishmael, 25, 44.
'Ishratl, 67.
Iskandar, Sultan, 56, 57.
‘Iskender and Giil-shah’, ii.
Ismail Rushdl Mu'abbir-zada, 100. 
isma II, Shah, see Khata’I.
'Ismatl, 73.

Jabir b. 'Abdullah, 38.
Jabir al-Kindl, 35.
Jacob, 23, 25, 44, 51.
Jafa’I, 66.
Ja'far-chelebi, 60, 66.
Ja'far Haddad, 112.
Ja'far al-Sadiq, 15, 81, 100, loi.
Ja'farl, 66.
jahan-Shah Qara-qoyunlu, i.
Jalal al-din DavanI, i.
Jalal al-din RumI, 3, 65.
Jalall, 60, 66.
Jalall Qara-Yaziji, 59.
Jallll, 60, 66.
Jam, 66.
Jamal al-din, loi.
Jamall, 61.
JamI, Turkish poet, 124.
JamI, 'Abd al-Rahman, 12, 15, 16, 45, 50, 53, 60, 65, 

66, 70, 91, 104, 112.
Jamlla, 28.
Jamshid, 44.
Jamshid b. Sultan-Walad al-RumI, ii.
JanabI, 66.
JananI, 61.
Jananl-pasha, 61.
Japhet, 23, 44.
Jauharl (Jevherl), 66.
Jaurl (Jevrl), 61, 64, 66.
Jauri, see Katib Jevrl.
JavanI, 61, 66.
Jayharl, 61.
al-jazull, see Muhammad b. Sulayman.
Jeremiah, 25.
Jesus Christ, 23, 25, 43, 44.
JinanI, 66.
Jirjis (St. George), 25.
Job, 23, 25, 28.
John the Baptist, 23, 25, 44.
Jonas, 23, 25, 28.
Joseph, 25, 44, 51, 64. .
Joshua, 23, 25, 44.
Jubayr b. Mut'im, 37.
Juhayn b. ‘Abd al-Muttalib, 36.
Junayd-i Baghdadi, 104, 112.

Ka'b b. Ashraf, 37.
Ka'b b. M^ik, 38, 39.
KalamI, 62.
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Kamal, 62.
Kamal (of Khujand?), 47, 48.
Kamal-i zard, 67.
KamalT, 62.
Kami, 62.
Kami, Shaykh Jamal-zada, 73. 
Kaml-efendi, 67.
Kan'an Efendi, 130.
Karlml, 62.
Kart, see Muhammad.
Kashfl, 67,
Kashgharl, Mulla Sharif, 14.
Kashifl, 62.
Katib J evrl, 63.
Katib-zada, Mustafa, 91, 92.
KatibI, 45, 62, 67.
Katibl-zada, 58.
Kautharl, 62.
Kayanians, 23, 43.
Kayfl, 62.
Kay-Kavus, 44.
Kayumarth, 9, 23, 24.
Kenek GhazI, 9.
Khaki, 68.
Khalid b. Muharib, 39.
Khalid b. Sufyan al-Hadhll, 39.
Khalil, Aq-qoyunlu, see Abul-Fath. 
Khalil al-MaghribI, 98.
Khalll-i zard, 68.
Khaim, 61, 68.
KhalisI, 61.
Khan-Ahmad SayrI, scribe, 40. 
KhaqanI, 61.
Khaseki-Sultan, 76.
Khata i (= Shah Isma'Il), i. 
Khatam-efendi, Aq-ovali, 108. 
Khatami, 61, 68.
Khatib b. 'Amr, 37.
Khatml, 61, 68.
Khavarl, 61, 68.
KhayII, 61.
Khayrullah, Dr., 103.
KhazanI, 68.
Khidr, 9, 24, 44.
KhidrI, 68.
Khiyall, 61, 68.
Khiyall-chelebi, 68.
Khizrl, 61.
Khuda-banda, Il-khan, 45.
Khuda’I, 61,
Khurram pasha, 61.
Khusrau, 61, 68.
Khusrau-i Dihlavl, see Amlr-Khusrau. 
Khusravl, 61, 68.
Khwaja-'AII, 90.
*Khwaj’a-Hafiz’, 71.
Khwaja-Hasan, 45.
Khwarizm-shahs, 43.
KiramI, 62.
KOchkunchi, Ozbek Sultan, 13.

La’all, 67.

La’ihl, 67.
Lall, 62.
La'll, 67.
Lam'I, 62, 67.
Lami'I, 15, 62, 67.
Latif, 62 
Latifl, II, 62, 67.
Lauhl, 67.
Lazare of Pech, 21.
Leyll, 14.
LisanI, 62.
Lot, 23, 28, 44.
Lukhim, 23.
Luqman, 10.
Luqman-i 'Ashurl, 19, 21, 22.
Lutfl, Mulla, 62, 67.
Lutfl-TutI, 67.

Ma'all, 62, 67.
Ma'bad Khuzal, 38.
MadhI, 62.
MaghribI, 91.
Mahdl, 65, 82.
Mahmud I, Sultan, 2, 83, 85, 95, 96, 103. 
Mahmud II, Sultan, 95.
Mahmud, son of Sultan ‘All, 70 
Mahmud, Sultan of Ghazna, 45, 57. 
Mahmud Kam^, Ibn al-Amln, 18. 
Mahmud-pasha, 25.
Mahmud al-RajI, of Kutahya, 102.
M ah rami, 67.
MahvI, 67.
Majdl, 62, 67.
Majnun, 14, 72.
Mallhl, 62, 67.
Malik al-DaylamI, 69.
Malik b. Rabl'a, 35.
Malik-shah, ii, 45.
Malik b. Shuqra, 39.
Malik b. Sinan, 38.
Malik b. Ta’abbata-Sharran, 39.
Malik b. Zibah, 36. 
al-Ma’mun, Caliph, 44.
Ma‘navl, 67.
ManI (Maulana?), 45, 62.
Mansur, Caliph, 44.
Mansur al-Hallaj, 112.
Manuchihr, see Minuchihr.
Maqall, 62.
MaqamI, 67.
MaramI, Salih, 98.
MardumI, 62, 67.
Marhaba-zada, see Ahmad.
MashamI, 62, 67.
Mashql, 62.
Masihl, an Armenian, 67.
Masihl-bey, 62, 67.
MastI, 67.
MayII, 62, 67.
Mehmed-agha, Director of Customs, 76. 
Mehmed-agha, 103.
Mehmed Nadirl, 120.
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Mengli Girey i, 125, 126.
Mengli Girey ii, 125.
Mevlevi (Maulavi) order, 3, 12, 69, 75, 113, 114. 
Mi'adh, 36.
Mihrab, artist, 47.
Mihrl, 67.
Minuchihr, 44, 57.
Miqdad b. Aswad, 35, 36, 38.
Mirak Tablb, 62.
Mir 'All, calligrapher, 13.
Mir Hasan Zuhdl b. Khalll-pasha, 89.
Mir Haydar Tilpa, 56.
Miri, 62, 67,
Misran, 23.
Mithall, 62.
Miyasa, 35.
Monke (Mangu), 45.
Moses, 23, 25, 43, 64.
Mu'amma’i, 67.
MudamT, 62, 67.
Mudarris, 67.
Muftl-zade, Qadl, 90.
Muhammad, Prophet, 3, 23, 30-40, 44, 97, 100, loi, 

113, 124.
Muhammad, see Abul-Husayn Kart.
Muhammad, poet, 62.
Muhammad, Prince, 88.
Muhammad I, Sultan, 3, 45.
Muhammad II (Chelebi), Sultan, 7, 8, 23, 25, 45, 60. 
Muhammad II I, Sultan, 42,43,44,45,55, 80,81,121.
Muhammad IV, Sultan, 64, 121.
Muhammad, son of Sultan BayazTd, 113, 114. 
Muhammad Adlb, 99.
Muhammad Adib-efendib. Muhammad Darvish, judge, 

98.
Muhammad-agha, eunuch, 22, 74.
Muhammad 'All, 57.
Muhammad b. 'All al-Biqa'I, see 'Ashiq-chelebi. 
Muhammad 'Amili, Shaykh Baha al-dln, 86, 104. 
Muhammad Amin, 94, 100, 102.
Muhammad Amin al-Rushdl, loi, 102.
Muhammad b Amir Hasan al-Su'udI, 58.
Muhammad Aq-KirmanI, 85, 87.
Muhammad As'ad, 83, 85, 86.
Muhammad As'ad, Imam-zada, 106.
Muhammad b. Baba, Hafiz-i 'Ajam, 67.
Muhammad Baqir, Imam, 15.
Muhammad Birgevi, 87.
Muhammad Burhan al-din b. Sulayman al-Husaynl 

al-BalkhI, 108.
Muhammad Dhakir, Mulla, 119.
Muhammad Girey, 21, 120, 125.
Muhammad Hasan, 16.
Muhammad b. Hasan al-ShaybanI, 41, 76. 
Muhammad Hibatullah b. Muhammad TajI, 106. 
Muhammad b. Hisam, Maulana, 70.
Muhammad 'Ismatl, 123.
Muhammad al-Katib, Hajjl, scribe, 46.
Muhammad of Kiitahya, loi.
Muhammad Khvvaja-zada, 56.
Muhammad Mahdl b. Muhammad Nasirl, 57. 
Muhammad b. Muhammad, 27.

Muhammad b. Mustafa, see Riyadh 
Muhammad Na’ill, 127.
Muhammad b. 'Omar b. al-Husayn al-KhatIb al-RazI,

55-

Muhammad 'Othman, 19.
Muhammad pasha, 25. 75, 95, 122, 130.
Muhammad Pirl-zada. 89.
Muhammad Qassab, 112.
Muhammad Qurd ibn 'Abdullah, 119.
Muhammad b. Ramadan, 124.
Muhammad Rida, Sayyid, 125.
Muhammad Sadiq al-KharputI, scribe, 105. 
Muhammad Sa'Id Berber-zada, 82.
Muhammad Sa'Id al-MaulavI, 114.
Muhammad Selim, son of Ramiz-pasha, 65. 
Muhammad Sharaf, Sayyid, 91.
Muhammad Sharif al-Husaynl, 86.
Muhammad Shauql, 131.
Muhammad Shefket, Hajjl, 12.
Muhammad Sheker-zada, 82.
Muhammad b. Sulayman al-jazull, 96, 97, 99, 105, 127. 
Muhammad al-Uskudarl, 55, 58, 59.
Muhammad b. Zayn al-'abidin al-Husaynl, 77.
Muhitl, 62.
Muhyl, 62, 67.
Muhyl al-din al-jllani, Shaykh, 113.
Muhyl al din Ibn al-'ArabI, 113.
Mu'Idl, 62, 67.
Mu'Inl, 62.
MukhlisI, 62.
Mukhtarl, 62.
Mu’min, 67.
Muqtadir, caliph, 44.
Murad I, Sultan, 25, 45.
Murad II, Sultan, 3, 25, 45.
Murad III, Sultan, 18, 23, 25, 27, 28, 33, 42, 45, 60, 

80, 121.
Murad IV, Sultan, 121.
Murad-pasha, 118.
Murtada b. Muhammad b. 'All Murtada, 106.
Musa, II.
Muslim, Ahmad, 16.
Muslim, poet, 67.
Muslim, theologian, 12.
MuslimI, 62.
Mustafa I, Sultan, 121.
Mustafa HI, Sultan, 81, 88, 103.
Mustafa, admiral, 76.
Mustafa, poet, 67.
Mustafa, Prince, 15.
Mustafa, see Tash-k6pru-zade.
Mustafa-agha, 26, 28.
Mustafa b. Ahmad b. 'Abd al-Maula Chelebi, see 'All. 
Mustafa-efendi, 78.
Mustafa Faydl, 121.
Mustafa b. Hajjl Muhammad al-QunawI, Qadl, 124. 
Mustafa Mas'ud al-Mutatabbib, 122.
Mustafa Mir, 95.
Mustafa b. Muhammad, see Katib-zada.
Mustafa pasha, 25.
Mustafa pasha. Grand Vazir 95, 96.
Mustafa pasha ibn Siyavush pasha, 122.
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Mustafa Tahir, 2.
Mustafa b. Vali, 33.
Mustaghfirl, Imam, 16.
Mustansir, caliph, 45.
Mustarshid, caliph, 45.
Musta'sim, caliph, 45.
Mu'tadid, caliph, 16.
Mu'tazilites, 87, 
al-Mu'tazz, caliph, 44.
MuttaqI, poet, 62.
Muzaffar al-dm Shah Qajar, 57.

Nabatl, 67.
NabI, 95, 108,
Nada’I, 116, 118.
Nadim, 108.
Nadir Shah, 108.
Nadiri, 62, 63.
Naf'I, 62, 63.
NaghmT, 62.
Naharl, 67.
Nahlfl, 62, 108.
Na’ilT, 123.
Na’ill, 'Abdullah, 95.
NTill, Yeni-zada Mustafa, 73.
Na'imI, 67.
Najahl, 67.
Najatl, 53, 62, 67, 90.
Najm al-din Kubra, Shaykh, 113. 
Najml, 67.
NalishI, 67.
Naml, 62, 67.
NaqshI, 67.
NargisT, 62.
Nashatl, 62,
Nashri, 62, 67.
Nasiml, 91.
Nasuhl, 67.
Nauhl, 67.
Nau'I (Nev'i), 62, 67.
Nav^I, Mir'Ah Shir, 12, 13, 16, 17, 62. 
N avail, 67.
Navall-chelebi, 67.
Navidl, 62.
NazikI, 62.
Nazim, 73.
NazmI, 62, 67, 73.
Nebuchadnezzar, 25.
Nejatl-bey, see Najatl.
Nigahl, 62, 67.
Nigarl, 62, 67.
NihMI, 62, 67.
NihanI, 62, 67.
Niksarl, 62.
Ni'matl, 62.
NiqabI, 67.
NishanI, 67.
Nishanji-bey, 67.
N iyazi, 62, 67.
Nizami, 53, 62, 67, 104.
Noah, 23, 24, 43, 44.
Nuh-efendi, 122.

b. Ibrahim al-Akhiskhawi,
Numa’I, 62.
Nu'man b. Muhammad 

106.
Nurl, 62, 67.
Nusrat, 102.
Nutql, 67.

Og, 5^5'Oj.
Ogedey (Ugtay), 45.
'Omar, 34, 37, 38, 44, 124.
'Omar-bey, 61.
'Omar b. 'Abd al-'AzIz, 29.
'Omar b. 'Abd al-Khattab, caliph, 91.
'Omar b. Farid, 103.
'Omar b. Husayn Bahr-i aswad, 88.
'Omar b. Zayd, 35.
Omayyads, 23.
Orkhan, 25, 45.
'Othman, 34, 44.
'Othman, see Damad Ibrahim.
'Othman I, Sultan, 25, 45.
'Othman II, Sultan, 120, 121.
'Othman III, Sultan, 103.
'Othman-agha b. 'Abd al-Rahman, 54. 
'Othman of Bosnia, Hajjl, 81.
'Othman-khan, 22, 23.
'Othman b. 'Omar, 86, 87.
Ozbek, Sultan, see KOchkiinchi.

Panahl, 66.
PaykI, 66.
Petro, son of Baron, 78.
Pirl, 73.
Pirl pasha, 25.
PishdadI dynasty, 43.
Plato, 10.

Qabill, 62, 67.
Qabull, 62.
Qadiml, 62.
Qadirl, 62, 67.
Qadirl-efendi, 67.
Qadl-zada, Maulana, 58,
QadrI, 62, 67.
QadrI-'AlI, 62.
Qa’it-bay, see al-Ashraf.
Qajar, 17.
Qalender, 62.
Qandl, 67.
Qani'I, 62.
Qara-khan, 23.
Qaraman, 23.
Qara-qash pasha, 120.
Qarun (Corah), 23.
Qasim b. Maqsud, 2.
Qassab-zada, 67.
Qayyim-bashi, 84.
QazwInI, Muhammad b. 'Abd al-Rahman, 93. 
QiyasI, 62, 67.
Qubad-pasha, 90.
QudsI, 62, 67.
QurbI, 62, 67.
Ouvva’I, 62.

T 2
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Rafatl, 61.
Rafi, 67.
RafTl, 61.
Rafu-yi Lang, 61.
RaflqT, 67.
Raghib-pasha, 103.
RaghibI, 73.
RahImT, 67.
RahlqT, 61, 67.
RahmT, 61, 67.
Rajab 'AH, 105.
Raja’I-efendi, 103.
Raml-chelebi, 56.
RamzT, 61, 67.
RamzT-chelebi al-QadI, 67.
Rashid, 108.
Rashid Watwat, 6.
Rasima, 108.
Ratib Ahmad-pasha, 108.
Ra’uf pasha, 12.
Raunaq, 67.
RavanI, 61, 67.
Rayhana, 38, 39.
Ra’yl, 61, 67.
Rayyan, king of Banu-'Amir, 39. 
al-RazI, see Fakhr al-din.
RazT, poet, 61, 67.
Rida 'AbbasI, 72.
Rida’I, 61, 67.
Rida’i (of Van ?), 73. 
rijal al-ghayb, 58.
Riyadl, Muhammad b. Mustafa, 60, 61, 63, 67. 
Ruhl, 61, 63, 73, 104.
Rukhshah-qadin, 33.
Ruml, Jalal al-din, 65, 75, 114.
Rushdl, 73.
Rustam, 9, 36, 44.
Riistem-pasha, 19.
Rusukhl, 67.

Sa atl, 67.
Sabir, 73.
Sabirl, 61.
SabrI, 61.
Sabuhl, 61, 67.
Sabzl, 67.
Sa'd al-din-efendi, 61.
Sa'd b. 'Ubada, 37.
Sa'di, Persian poet, 45, 104.
Sa'di, Serozli, 9.
Sa'dI-chelebi Mufti-zada, 53, 67.
Sa'dI-chelebi Tajl-zada, 67.
Sa'dI-efendi, 61.
Sadiq, 25, 61.
SadrI, 67.
Saduq, 25.
Safa, 50.
Safa’I, 61, 67.
Safall, 67.
Safavids, 23.
Safi, 61, 67.
Safwan, 24.

Safya, 38.
Saghari, 61, 67.
SahabI, 61, 67.
Sahban, 95.
Sahl-bey, 61, 67.
Sahib-Girey, 116.
Sal, 61, 67.
Sa'Id, 95.
Sa'Id b. Rabl', 38.
Sa’ill, 61, 67.
Sakhal, 67.
SakhakI, see Yusuf.
Salih, 24, 44, 98.
Salih-agha, 95.
Salih b. Abdullah, 68.
Salih-chelebi, 67.
Salih-efendi, 54, 61.
SalikI, 67.
Sallql, 61, 67.
Salman, 61.
Salman of Aydin, 67.
Salman of Brusa, 67.
Salman, Prince, ii.
Salman-i FarisI, 23, 34.
Salman-i SavajI, 47.
Sama'I, 61.
Samanids, 23, 43.
Sami, 61, 108.
Saml-bey, 94, 95, 108.
Sami'I, 73.
Samson, 23, 25.
Samuel, 23, 25, 44.
Sanbas b. *Amr, 36.
Sanjar, Sultan, 45.
Sari 'Abdullah, see 'AbdI.
Sarl'I, 61.
Saruja-pasha, 25.
Sarvarl, 61.
SarvI, 67.
Sasanians, 43.
Sa'y, 67.
Sayf al-din-agha, 76.
Sayfl, 61, 67.
Sa'yl, 61.
SayighI, 61.
Sayyid al-nas, 30.
Seferli, 89.
Selim, Prince, 88.
Selim I, Sultan, 23, 25, 45, 49, 60, 90, 91. 
Selim II, Sultan, 23, 25, 45, 60, 90, 116, 120. 
Selim III, Sultan, 127.
Selim-Git'ey, 126.
Seljuqs, 51.
Sennacherib, 25.
Seth, 25.
Seven Sleepers, 23, 25.
Shafi'I, Imam, 3, 44.
Shaflql, 61.
Shah-chelebi, 67.
Shahdl, 67.
Shahl, 61.
ShahidI, 67.
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Shahln-Girey, 126.
Shah-Mahmud Nlshapurl, 70.
Shah-Muhammad Qazvini al-Tablb, 67.
Shah-Qasim, 67.
Shahri, *A1I of Malatya, 73.
Shahrukh, 57.
Shahsavar-zada, 98.
Shahvari, 61.
Sha iri, 67.
ShamI, 61, 67.
Sham'i, 61, 67.
Shams al-din b. 'Ata-allah, 55.
ShamsI, 90,
ShamsI-pasha, 67.
ShanI, 67.
Sharif b. Muhammad b. Burhan, 80.
Sharif-efendi, 103.
Sham, 61,
Shauql (Shefqi), 61, 67.
Shavur, 67.
Shavurl, 61.
Shayda, 61, 67.
Shaykh-Ilahl, 66.
Shaykh-Dumyatl, 31.
Shaykh-Faydi, 104,
Shaykh-Hamld, 51.
Shaykh b. 'Isa, 59.
Shaykh-Shadhill, 52.
Shaykh-Vafa, 58.
Shaykh-Yusuf, 29.
ShaykhI, 53, 61, 67.
Shaykh! Chaghshurchi, 67.
Shem, 23, 44._
Shibanl, Sultan, 13.
Shikari, 67.
Shim!, 61.
Shinas!, 61.
Shir!, 67.
Shirvan!-m!rza-zade, 71.
Shu'ayb, Prophet, 25, 44.
Shuhrat!, 61.
Shukr!, 61, 67.
Shuqra, 39.
Shur!, 61, 67.
Sidq!, 67.
Sihr!, 67.
Sinan, see Bihisht!.
Sinan-pasha, 25.
Sipah!, 61.
Siraj!, 67.
Sirr!, 61.
Sirr! Saqat!, 112.
Siyavush, artist, 47.
Solomon, 23, 25, 43, 44, 54) 57» ^4*
Stefan, King, 21.
Subh!, 61, 67.
Sufyan b. Khalid, 39-40*
Suha’!, 67.
Suhayl!, 61.
Sujud!, 67.
Sulayman I, Sultan, 15, I9; 21, 22, 23, 25, 45, 60, 2, 

90, 120, 130.

Sulayman agha (later Grand Vazir), 123, 124. 
Sulayman-agha b. Muhammad, 74.
Sulayman b Bayazid, Amir, ii.
Sulayman Nidaq!, 123.
Sulayman-pasha, 25.
Sulayman Qartshduran, 53.
Sultan Khalil, see Khalil.
Sultan-Muhammad, 6.
Sultan-Valad, 114.
SulukI, 61, 67.
Sumbiil, 'All-efendi, 75.
Sun'!, 22, 24, 61, 67.
Sun'I-chelebi, 67.
Suraqa b. MMik, 36.
Sururi-chelebi, 67.
Su'udl, 61.
Suzl, 61, 67.

Ta’abbata-Sharran, 39.
Tabi', 68.
Tab'!, 61, 67.
Tablbl, 67.
Tab!'!, 68.
Taftazanl, Sa'd al-d!n Mas'ud b. 'Omar, 93. 
Ta’ib, 73.
Ta’ib, 'Othman-zada, 73.
Taj all!, 73.
Tal'atl, 122, 123.
Talha, 35.
Talha b. 'Ubayd, 38.
TMib, Muhammad-efendi of Brusa, 73.
Tali'!, 61, 67.
Tash-koprii-zade, Mustafa, 120.
Thabit, 108.
Thana’I, 15, 16, 68.
Than!, 60,
Thubutl, 68.
Tib!, 73.
Tifl!, 61.
Tlghl, 60.
Timurids, 13.
Topal 'Othman-pasha, 108. 
Toqtamish-Girey, 126.
Tulu'I, 61, 67.
Turabl, 68.
Turk b. Buljas, 23.

'Ubayd b. Khidr al-MaulavI, 114.
'Ubayd-i Sultan!, 87.
'Ubayd!, 61, 67.
'Ubaydullah, Shaykh, 113.
'Udhrl, 67.
'Dj jOg), 23, 25.
'Uluml, 61, 67.
'Ulvl, 61, 67, 91.
'Umayr b. Wahb, 37.
U mid!, 60, 66.
Umm al-Ayman, 34.
Umm al-Fadl, 37.
Umm al-mu’min!n, see 'A’isha.
Umm-Salma, 34.
'Umravl, 61, 67.
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Usull, 60, 66.
‘Utba b. Abl-Waqqas, 38. 
*UtufI, 61.
‘Uzayr (Ezra?) 23, 25, 44. 
Uzun-Hasan Aq-qoyunlu, 2.

Vahbl, 108.
Vahdatl, 62.
Vahdl, 67.
Vahyl, 67.
Vajdl, 62, 67.
VajhT, 62.
VajidI, 62.
Vajihl, 73.
ValT, 62.
Vail ad-dln-efendi, Shaykh al-Islam, 89. 
Valihl, 62, 67.
Vasfl, 62.
Vasi% 62.
Vaslatl, 62.
VassafI, 67.
VaysT, 30, 62.
VaznI, 62.
Veysl, 63.
Vidn, 67.
Visall, 62, 67.
VujudI, 62.
Vusull, 62, 67.

Wahb b. Sad, 37.
WahshI, 38.
WaqidT, 30. 
al-WardI, 22.

Yahya, 73.
Yahya (Dukagin), 63.
Yahya b. *Ammar Nishapuri, 113. 
Yahya-bey, 62, 67.

INDEX OF PERSONAL NAMES
Yahya b. Dervish, 41-2,
Yahya-efendi, 62.
Yahya HilmI, 107.
Yaqlnl, 62, 67.
Ya'qub Aq-qoyunlu, 2.
Yasbek Mahdl, mamluk, iii.
Yasln, 44.
Yatim, 62, 67,
Yatiml, 67.
Yegen Muhammad-pasha, Grand VazTr, 78. 
Yezdegird, ii.
Yuhanna, 23, 25.
Yusuf, 62.
Yusuf b. ‘Abd al-HadI, 43.
Yusuf Bahadur Khan, see Abul-‘Izz.
Yusuf b. Hasan, al-Hanball, 29.
Yusuf b. Muhammad YusufI, 121.
Yusuf al-Sakkakl, 93.
Yusuf-i Sina-chak, 67.

Zachariah, 23, 25, 44.
ZamanI, 67.
Zamlnl, 67.
Zapolya, 21.
Zarasp, ii.
Zarl, 61, 67.
Zayd, 34.
Za3^d b. ‘Amr, 39.
Zayd b. Haritha, 37.
Zayn al-'Abidin (seal of), 51.
Zayn al-din Mahmud b. Mir-Jan al-Katib, 6. 
Zaynab, 37, 67.
Zaynl, 67.
Zinatl, 61, 67.
ZirakI, 67.
Zrinyi, 21.
Zubayr b. ‘Avvam, 39.
Zuhurl, 61.
Zulaykha, 51.

B. NAMES OF PLACES AND TRIBES
Abyssinia, 23, 37, 80. Anatolia, 26, 42.
Acarnania, 75. Antarctic, 24.
Achl island, 24. Antiochia, 99.
Adafir, 36. Aq-qoynlu, 2, 23, iii.
Adana, 99. Aq-Shehir, 99.
Aden, 92. Arabia, 84.
Adkash, 22. 'Arafat, 99, 113.
Adrianople, 20, 26, loi, 119, 123. Aral Sea, 4, 24.
Aetolia, 75. Ardabll, 71.
Africa, 80, 84. Arjish, 19.
Afshar, i. Astakos bay, 75.
Akhal-tsikhe, 106. 'Asfan, 99.
Akhrin (?), ii. Australia, 24.
Aleppo, 30, 81, 82. Austria, 19.
Almaligh, 93. 'Avret-bazari, 76.
Amasiya, 10. Ay din sanjaq,'j5.
America, 24. Aydinjuq, 9.
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'Ayn Zurqa, 99,
Azarbayjan Turk, i, 71.
Azov, 23, 126.

Badr, 36, 37, 38.
Baghche-saray, 126.
Baghdad, 27, 113.
Baliq-ava (Balaklava), 126.
Balkans, 52.
Balqa, 99.
Baltic sea, 79.
Banu-'Amir, 38, 39.
Banu-Aus, 37.
Banu-Kanana, 37.
Banu-Qaynuqa, 37,
Banu-Qurayza, 37,
Barlas, 57.
Basra, 19, 23.
Bayat tribe, 71.
Belgrad, 19, 20, 21.
Benin, 80.
Berber, 80, 96.
Beshik-tash, 75, 95.
Bilqis-pinan, 9,
Black Sea, 4, 24, 84.
Bobofcha, 21.
British Isles, 24.
Brusa, 25.
Bukhara, 24.
Bulavadin, 99.
Bulgaria, 120.
Bulghar, 4.
Bulghurlu, 123.
Burtas, 84.
Bursuq, 126.

Cairo, 54.
Candia, 98.
Caspian Sea, 4, 24, 84.
Ceylon, 24.
Chaghatay, 6, 12, 13, 16, 56.
Chekmeje, 19.
Chihil-cheshme, 19.
China, 79, 84.
Chinsqa, 126.
Chios, 19, 21.
Constantinople, 8, 19, 21, 41, 42, 75, 81, 82, 106, 120. 
Crete, 98.
Crimea, 21, 120, 126.
Cyprus, 23, 27.

Damascus, 54, 99, 103.
Dankala, 80.
Danube, 24, 66.
Dar al-Hamra, 99.
Dervenik village, 75.
Dhat al-Hajj, 99.
Diyarbekr, 27.
Dnieper, 126.
Dniester, 120.
Don, 24, 126.
Dragamestos, 75.

Draghumsin village, 75.
Drava (Tarava) river, 20, 21. 
Duvirgi clan, no.

Egri (Erlau), 20.
Egypt, 23, 30, 51, 99, III. 
Epirus, 75.
Eregli, 99.
Erzerum, 30.
Eski-Odalar Gate, 75.
Ethiopia, 80.
Europe, 79.
Eyyub ward, 19, 21, 76.

Farah-kermen, fort, 126.
Ears, 2, 57.
Fatih mosque, 76.
Fez, 23.
Florence, 79.
France, 79.

Gabon, 80.
Gallipoli, 9.
Genoa, 19.
Ghuzz, 22.
Germiyan, 10, ii.
Gog, 22, 25.
Goklan, no.
Guinea gulf, 80.
Gul-‘anbar fort, 21.
Gyula, 21.

Hajjl-Hasan mosque, 67. 
Hama, 99.
Hamra al-Asad, 38.
Herat, 7, 12, 13, 56, 70, 93, 122. 
Hisar, nahiya, 75.

Iberian peninsula, 24.
Ilghin, 99.
Indian Ocean, 84.
Indus (Mihran), 84.
Iran, 3.
‘Iraq,_25.
Isfahan, 57.
Istanbul, 123.
Iznik (Nicaea), 99.

Janissaries’ Gate, 76.
Japan, 79.
Jayhun (Oxus), 4.
Jericho, 25.
Jerusalem, 26, 84, 99, loi. 
Juhayna, 36.

Ka'ba, 49.
Kafa (Theodosia), 116, 126. 
Kamchatka, 80.
Karkhl, 28.
Kartal 99.
Kazan, 79.
Kefche ward, 123.
Kersh (Kerch), 126.
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Khan-Caliq (Pe-king), 4.
Khazar, 84.
Khorasan, 125.
Khotin, 120.
Khwarazm, 113.
Konia, see Qonya.
Kuban, 126.
Kurdistan, 21.
Kiitahya, loi.

Ladoga Lake, 79.
Leucas, 75.
Luristan, 19.

Ma'an, 99.
Madagascar, 24.
Magog, 22, 25.
MaqHq (Oymaq ?), 57.
Marakesh, see Morocco.
Malta, 19, 21.
Manastir, nahiya, 75.
Mankub, 126.
Mar'ash, 27.
Marseilles, 79.
Marwa, 50,
Medina, 24, 26, 37, 75, 81, 84, 87, 97, 98, 99, 100, loi, 

105. 125.
Mediterranean, 84.
Mekka, 24, 26, 75, 78, 82, 87,98,99,100, loi, 105,127. 
Mesopotamia, i.
Mina, 99.
Mongols, 23, 113.
Moon-mountains, 24.
Morea (Mura), 106, 108.
Morocco, 23, 80.
Moscovia, 126.
Muzdalifa, 99.

Nakhichevan, 90.
Naqsha island, 75.
Nayman lands, 80.
Nevshehir, 76.
Nigde, 76.
Niger, 24.
Niksar (Neo-Caesaria), 9.
Nile, 24, 51, 82, 84.
Noghay country, 126.
Nubians, 23.

Obdorsk (Obdoria), 80.
Ohod mountain, 37, 38.
Orta-koy, 75.

Pasha-limani, 75.
Payas, 99.
Perekop (Or), 126.
Persia, i, 19, 84, 102.
Poland, 79.
Pravadia, 120,

Qadi-k6y, 123.
Qaf mountains, 24.

Qaraman, 26, 30.
Qara-qoyunlu, i, 23.
Qarli-eli sanjaq, 75.
Qasim-pasha ward, 42.
Qatifa, 99.
Qaysariye, 78.
Qihj-'All-pasha mosque, 76. 
Qipchaq plain, 79.
Qiral-Istefan, 20.
Qiyat, 57.
Qonya (Konia), 3, 12, 76, 99. 
Qozbekchiyan-odasi, 76.
Qujaq village, 75.
Qumaniya, White, 22.
Quraysh, 35, 36, 37, 38.

Rabat (Arabat), 126.
Rabigh, 99.
Red Sea, 80.
Rome, 81.
Ruha, III.
Rum, 27, 84.
Rumelia, 26, 41-42, 75, 123. 
Russia (Rus), 4, 79.

Saba, 92.
al-Saghir (?) province, ii.
Saint Elmo fort (Santiermu), 21. 
St. Petersburg, 79.
Salonika, 3.
Samarqand, 13.
San'a, 92.
Sanhaja, 80.
Santarma (?), 21,
Saqlab (Slavs), 4.
Scutari, 123.
Shahrazul, 19.
Shahrazur, 21.
Siberia, 80.
SimlMa tribe, 96.
Sivas, 10.
Sivash, 126.
Sodom, 24.
Sofala, 4.
Sofia, 20.
Spain, 19, 23, 84.
Srem, 20.
Shamakhi, 23.
Sldl-GhazT, 99.
Sbyiit, 99.
Subashi village, 76.
Sultan-oyiik, 9.
Sweden, 79.
Syria, 30, 38, 103.
Szigetvar, 19, 20, 21.

Tabaristan, 23.
Taman, 126.
Tamruq (Temruk), 126.
Tarava, see Drava.
Tatar, 120.
Tataristan of Bulghar, 79.
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Tataristan of China, 79.
Tataristan of Tanqud, 80.

Vodena, 75.

Teberdaran-odasi, 76. Wadi al-qura, 99.
Transcaucasia, i, 23, 106.
Toghuzghuz, 84.

VVadl-Fatima, 99.

Tunis, 23. Yalaq-abad, 76.
Turcomans, 52. Yaqutia, 79.
Turkey, Eastern, i. Yemen, 23.
Turkmenistan, no. Yeni-shehir, 108.
Turks, 4. Yeso, Land of, 80.

Ulu-qishla, 99.
Urmia, 19. Zalm fort, 21. 

Zemlin, 20.
Van, 23. Zenj, 23.
Vasiliki, 75. Zoroastrians, 113.
Vaziqa nahiya, 75. Zughawa, 23.
Vize, 53. Ziimrud-qarasi, 99,
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4o6. SULAYMAN-NAMA
f. I b. THE COURT OF SOLOMON
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413. HISTORY OF SULTAN SULAYMAN
f.14/^. A PERSIAN MESSENGER BRINGS PRESENTS TO THE SULTAN



413- HISTORY OF SULTAN SULAYMAN
f.28. DESTRUCTION OF THE FORT OF SAINT ELMO



413. HISTORY OF SULTAN SULAYMAN
f.38. THE SULTAN’S PILGRIMAGE TO EYYUB
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413. HISTORY OF SUirrAN SULAYMAN
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413. HISTORY OF SULTAN SULAYMAN
f.64b. THE SULTAN WITH HIS ARMY



413. HISTORY OF SULTAN SULAYMAN
f.65. THE FORTS OF SZIGETT'AR
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413- HISTORY OF SULTAN SULAYMAN
f.117. TIIP: SULTAN’S FUNERAL



413- HISTORY OF SULTAN SULAYMAN
f.n9. THE MOSQUE OF SULAYMAN
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414. LUQMAN, ZUBDAT AL-TAWARIKH
f. 34. MAP OF THE WORLD
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414. LUQMAN, ZURDAT AL-TAWARIKH
f.68Z?. ABRAHAM’S SACRIFICE OF ISAAC
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ASCENSION OF MUHAMMAD



4T9- LIFE OF MUHAMMAD
f. 14. THE COMPANIONS CONGRATULATE ‘ALI
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419- life of MUHAMMAD
f. 44. ITIE JEWISH WOMEN ACCEPT ISIAM ON SEEING FATIMA’S CLOAK
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419. LIFE OF MUHAMMAD
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423. GENEALOGIES
f.iob. MOSES AND OTHER PROPHETS
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423. GENEALOGIES
f.llb. THE PROPHET MUHAMMAD, THE FOUR CALIPHS. AND OTHERS



423. GENEALOGIES
f.zfeft. THK SU1.TAXS ORKHAN, NtURAD I, UAYAZTd I. AND MUHAMMAD I
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427- COMPOSITE MANUSCRIPT

f.20. THE SEPULCHRE OF MUHAMMAD
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428. YUSUF-U-ZULAYKHA
f. 57^. Joseph bidding farewell to his brothers
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429. BOOK OF PRAYERS
ff. 315, 32, 646 AND 39. DECORATED PAGES
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439- ALBUM
f.ib. A falconer; two youths by a stream
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439. ALBUM
(a) f.G. TWO HORSEMEN (b)f.iob. TWO YOUTHS STANDING
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439- ALBUM
f.9. A BANQUET
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439- album
(a)f.U. A LION (bjf.S. CAMEL AND TWO MEN
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439. ALBUM

(a) f.ub. A YOUTH SEATED fAf-4- AMOUNTED ARCHER
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Plate 37
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460. DALA’IL AL-KHAYRAT
ff. 136 AND 14. MF.KKA AND MEDINA

463. BOOK OF PRAYERS
ff. gsb AND 96. Muhammad’s tomb and Medina



474. NAFAHAT AL-UNS
f. 79. THE MARTYRDOM OF MANSUR AL-HALLAJ
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474. NAFAHAT AL-UNS
f.2I9^. THE SHAYKH‘UBAYDULLAH AND HIS DISCIPLES
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474. NAFAHAT AL-UNS
1.248^. DANCING DERVISHES OF THE MEVlEVi ORDER
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